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FERRIS

T.

VAN VEOHTEN.

(73 N. Y.. 113.)
Court of Appeals

of New York. 187a
Ac tion by Eliff Ferris against Jo hn Van
JBTom a judgment of tne Ueilfel'ai
Vecnten.
Term afflfming a judgment for plaintiff, deReversed,
fendant appeals.
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tion by defendant. The lower court made
the following conclusion of law:
"That the
application of the proceeds of the real estate sold by the executors to the payment of
taxes and repairs upon said homestead farm,
'
and of the principal and interest upon the
■said mortgage,
was in violation of the rights
of the plaintiff as a creditor, and that said
proceeds were the primary fund out of which
■the executors
should have paid the plaintiff;
that her lien thereon is superior to any right
of the defendants Elmendorf, or either of
them, to retain the same;
that to the extent necessary to pay the debt due the plaintiff, together with the costs awarded to his
by the Surrogate's Court and the
counsel
General Term of this court, the plaintiff has
the right to resort to the said homestead
farm, and have the same, or so much thereof
as may be necessary,
sold, and out of the
proceeds of such sale to be paid, with the
costs and expenses of said sale."
Charles A. Fowler, for appellants. J. Newton Fiero, for respondent.

T he substantial allegations of the complaint are that plaintiff, during the lifetime
of Eliza Elmendorf, commenced an actio n
against h er which was pending at ner neatn;
tnat sne nied ii^ 1S.5S. leaving a will, by
which defendant .V an Vechten and one Brodhead were appointed executors;
that by the
will a~power of sale was given to the exec^
nt ors tn s(^ll sufficient of her real estate fo
pay her debts, reserving. If possible,
the
homestead farm; all of her real estate wa's
devised to said executors in tr us t to receive
the rents and profits and apply them for pur poses specified, during the lives of two persons namea, ana upon tn^: deat^ the samS.
to go to the grandchiid ren of the testator;
Xh&t plaintllt's action was continued after the
ALLEN, J. This is, I think, a case of the
a:
y testator's death against said executors, aritt
first impression, but it is sought to be brought
plaintiff recovered a juggmeni ior .lii.t^-ii.?ML
within the principle of equity by which, at
thai; snips of rpfi j estate were made by the
the instance of a cestui que tcust, trust
executors under the power contained In the
funds which have been misapptopriated by
will m ore than sufficient to pay a ll of the
the trustee may be followed and reclaimed,
testators aebi^sl
that upon tne faflkl "ac^
so long as they can be traced and identified,
counting of de feud aiit Van Vecnten. as exand any property or choses in action into
ecutor, he file d.- an account by which it apwhich they have been converted impressed
geared that ^aI^e sales of real estate were
with the same trusts as those upon which the
made by th e execu tors, fi^^ larp;e sums real-.
original funds were held.
Ized therefrom, which were used and apThe claim of the plaintiff briefiy stated is,
plied i n kee ping In repair the homestead farm
that moneys realized from real estate sold
meutioTnecrm the will, and for principal and
under a power of sale for the payment of
interest on a mortgage, and for taxes on s aid
debts, and held by Van Vechten, the surfarm, am nuntinp; in all to ii;B..548.93. which
viving executor, in trust for the plaintiff, a
said sum '''°" YflJiJltPftntiliffij/'"'^ '^'"I Sf! ^^with;
creditor, have been wrongfully and in violathat the surrogate disallowed these credits as
against c reditors ,^^nd adjudged and decr^pd
tion of the trust applied to the payment of
lSarthe re"iemained-ln. theli^ds of the .ex^ charges and incumbrances upon the lands
of the testator described in the complaint,
ecntors the sum of $5,523.02 properly apand which were devised to the executors in
plicable, among o ther things, to the paymen t
^ of piaintm's
trust, to receive the rents, issues and profits"
lu dgmeiiLL-jMid . directing pa ythereof, and pay the same to the wife of a
ment oi the same; . that executions were isson of the testator, to be applied by her to
sued upon said judgment and returned unsatthe siipport of the fajnily of such son, and
isfied, and that said Van Vechten wa s insolupon her death to convey the same to the
that pe n ding the proceedings before
~vent;
children of said son. The relief demanded by
the surrogatesaid Brodhead died, ana tB&
the plaintiff is in substance, although not so
we r e continued in the
proceedings thereafter
*
stated, that she be subrogated
name of Tan Vechten.'
The other defendto the rights
of the creditors and Uenors, whose incumants "were tlie cestuis que trustent and the
brances have been pro tanto discharged as
remaindermen. Jjie nrayer was that the
against the lands to the amount paid thereon
amount of the judgment with costs be ad from the trust funds. The funds can hardly
judged to be_ a lien a,ffit11,„charge upon th e
farm, and for judffl ient accord be said to have been invested in the lands, or
•homestearl
"
in the mortgages, or other charges paid by
The facts were found substantlafly
■ine;ly .
the executor.
There was no purchase of
as alleged.
Also that the executors had exeither, but the incumbrances were partially
pended for repairs, taxes, and interest on
satisfied.
The lands were relieved from certhe homestead $1,784.47, and within ten years
tain, charges by the diversion to that purpose
they had expended $3,258.23 of the $5,123.07
of funds held in trust for creditors, as alThe judgment of the surreceived by them.
before him were of- leged, and it is sought to revive the liens by
rogate and proceedings
subrogating the plaintiff to the rights of the
fered in evidence for plaintiff under objec-
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original creditors. Whether a cestui que
trust can be subrogated to the claims of creditors, to the payment of whose debts the
trust fund has been misapplied, need not be
determined.
See Winder v. Diffenderffer, 2
Bland, 198.
Regarding the payments by Van Vechten
as investments in the lands, in relief of
which they were made, the primary question is "whether in that view a case was
made upon the evidence for the relief demanded.
It must be conceded that trust
moneys may be followed into lands to the
purchase of whiph they have been applied,
and the cestui que trust may elect whether
to hold the unfaithful trustee personally responsible,
or claim the lands, the fruits of
the misappropriation of the funds, or cause
the lands to be sold for his indemnity, and
Lane
look to the trustee for any deficiency.
V. Dighton, 1 Amb. 409, per Lord EUenborough; Taylor v. Plumer, 3 Maule & S. 562;
Thornton v. Stokill, 19 Jur. 751; Oliver v.
Piatt, 3 How. 383, per Story, J.; Story, Eq.
Jur. § 1258 et seq.; Shepherd v. McEvers,
4 Johns. Ch. 136, 8 Am. Dec. 561; Dodge v.
Manning, 1 N. Y. 298.
To follow money into lands, and impress
the latter with the trust, the money must be
distinctly traced and clearly proved to have
been invested in the lands. WhUe money,
as such, has no ear-mark by which, when
once mingled in mass, it can be traced, it is,
nevertheless, capable under some circumstances of being followed to, and identified with,
the property into which it has been converted;
but the conversion of the trust money specifically, as distinguished from other money
of the trustee into the property sought to be
subjected to the trust, must be clearly shown.
It does not suffice to show the possession of
the trust funds by the trustee, and the purchase by him of property— that is, payment
for property generally by the trustee does
not authorize the presumption that the purchase was made with trust funds.
The product of, or substitute for, the original trust
fund follows the nature of the fund as long
as it can be ascertained to be such; and if
a trustee purchase lands with trust money.
fTcourt of equity will charge them vrith a re- ,
suKing ffiist 'fbElSe-PeJS on b,enefl cially Inter■Sited.
But it must .be . ple ar that the Iflfl^^
^ave been .paid fo,r_o ut of the trust money. ""
This is illustrated by Perry v. I'Jiiiips, 4 Ves.
108.
There a trustee for the purchase of
land died without personal assets, but having
purchased lands, the estates purchased were
held not liable to the trust, the circumstances afCording no presumption that they were
purchased in execution of the trust.
If the purchase of land with the trust
moneys could not be presumed when such
purchase would be in execution of the trust,
a fortiori it should not be presumed
when
it would be a violation of the trust ^he
rightof following the trust proprerty, in the
idew form which~£as been given"tolt,~or in
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the propert y substitutofl for it npaaoc, ,,|,iy
yrhea
the
means
of ascertainmftn^ f^ij
"which of course is the case when the suV
ject-matter is turned into money and mixed
and confounded in a general mass of property of the same description." 2 Story, Eq.
Jur. § 1259, and note 4. When the purchasepaid by a trustee for lands purmoney,
chased, corresponds very nearly with that of
the trust fund to be invested, that with other
circumstances, as the coincidence
of the
time of the receipt and disbursement, may
suffice to show that the property was actually purchased with trust funds. Lowden v.
Lowden, 2 Browne, Ch. 583; Price v. Blakemore, 6 Beav. 507.
The money paid by the
trustee for lands or omer property, or for
choses in action sought to be subjected to"
the original frusCTnust be identified as trust
monejs; and this is clearly recognized in all
the cases, and in very many of them this has
been the difficult question of fact upon which
they have hinged, and the principle to be deduced from them is, that when the trust
fund has consisted of money, and been mingled with other moneys of the trustee in one
mass, undivided and undistinguishable, and
the trustee has made investments generally
from moneys in his possession, the cestui que
trust cannot claim a specific lien upon the
property or funds constituting the investHill, Trustees, m. p. 522. This is
ments.
consistent with the cases cited and relied
upon by the counsel for the plaintiff, and
the doctrine is recognized and appUed in each
case, and as the facts were proved to exist
in them respectively. In Moses v. Murgatroyd, 1 Johns. Ch. 119, 7 Am. Dec. 478, the
property held in trust was readily and certainly traced.
In Kip v. Bank, 10 Johns. 63,
the money, the subject-matter of the trust,
was kept separate and distinct, and deposited
as such.
The court say the only check to
the operation of the rule now under consideration is when the property is converted
into cash, and has been absorbed in the general mass of the estate so that it cannot he
followed or distinguished. It is the difficulty of tracing the trust money, which has
no ear-mark, that prevents the application of
the rule.
See,
also, Hutchinson v. Reed,
Hoff. 316, and cases by Asst. V. Ch., 2 Kent
623,
624; Trecothick v. Austin, 4
Comm.
Mason, 29, Fed. Cas. No. 14,164.
There can be no presumption as against
the defendants whose property is sought to
be affected by the trust, which attached to
the moneys realized by Van Vechten from
So far
the sale of lands imder the power.
as appears they are innocent of all wrong-

r
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and have not colluded or combined
with the executors to violate the trust, and
it is not found that they assented to or had
any knowledge of any misappropriation of
the fund, and if made trustees in virtue of
Ithelr ownership' ot the lands they are maae
BO. no t- by reason of an y apt of theirs, but aaT"
|he_ legal result of the fact that trust mone;^
doing,
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_prlncipa!_and interest upon mort gages up on "_
"angTrepaira of th e-farm ,f:9 fhe am punt
thg
agg£gg.at&jtated,^l,thg„ifflftfis aniLammiaJa.
of the various receipts, or of the several pay'meriti^, ftt-e not tamifl, iior is II tound that tlie*
payment were made'''&om. the^"money3 receive
or "that the 'mone ys were misap plied
to these "p^^n tg. "if "reference is had to
the accounteand schedules filed by the executors with the surrogate as the basis of the
accounting, which is the only evidence of the
dates and amounts of the several receipts
and disbursements, there is nothing by which
the moneys received for lands sold can be
traced and identified as the moneys paid for
the Improvement of the homestead farm, or
in discharge of Incumbrances upon it There
it)

j

s

J

Proof of payment to or for the use of the
of the lands was no discharge of
the liability to the plaintiff, and the fact that
payments to or for the devisees were set up
In discharge of the plaintifTs claim was
wholly unimportant. It was unimportant
upon that accounting whether Van Vechten,
the siurviving executor, had the money In his
own pocket, or had disposed of It to some
third person.
His liability to the plaintiff
upon that accounting was the same, and the
decree was necessarily the same in either
event. _In no aspe ct of the case was the sur^rogate called u^611 tt) trace and Identify th e^
money yMfelVgtr Py the ffdcottiTH^ executor
Ml the Sij,iE^of"!ands: The ggarges ag'g'iBgrgie
jSecutoi^ yconslsteg' of Ihe gross receipts," and"
the cfi'sciJarges" of "the grosT' amount or~tne
severaT^^nigfi'ts" and" disbursements 'as' alloweg By'"th6'surftifg ate, arid the decree was
for the p ayment,pf.a gross* amonntr arid' was
_a general judgment a gainst a surviving" exgeneral balance^due.
_ecutor rqr a
__hot 'f or a
s urrender or 'paying over of spec ific moneys
_(ir securiti'es, and as betw een the plainBH," a
^creditor, and the appetlanfi^evrsee s it "19^
"adjud ged that pSL'ym'ent claimed to have been
inade'liy'lSe' executor'To or fo r tti'eTatterdid
riot disch arge the obligation" to TEe"former,
as
aSS5S.Baynieiitsjv.gs^&eK.dlSaJ10"Vred
It was riot '
S^'^IJ'iR.i.C^aJi^'ed Ij;^ Ijhe executOT.
found upon the trial of the present action by
the court, as a fact, that the specific moneys
received by the executors for lands sold, and
which were trust moneys for the payment
of debts, were in any way paid to or applied
for the use of the devisees in payment of the
incumbrances upon the homestead farm, although the general forms of expression, to a
limited extent, seem to imply the fact. The
learned judge did not Intend to so find and
does not seem to have regarded it as important.
He merely speaks of the moneys
which the executor used as, or in place of,
the trust moneys and in discharge of his obligation, as trust moneys; but that does not
make them the specific trust funds received.
It is found in general terms that moneys to
an amount stated w ere received f rom the
sale of real estate u nder the power^ and tjiff
devisees

d,

been misapplied by a trustee ot- tha.
fimd to relleye ot a burden their lands, held
in trust frfr another nurpnap by the same
jp jstee. The fact, Should be cleayly. at le^st
satisfactorily proved.
This ^n^al_fact,
upon which the right of the tf IamHg"to''any
relief in this action aepena s, is "oSSf alleged
argumentatlvely In the complaint by the
statement that it appeared in the account of
the executors filed with the surrogate that
large gale s of real estate of the testator had
£gf;L-I^ACbL2!X- *P "^.f^ftf.mt.nrs. _ on ! accoun t of
which they had realiz ed large sums of
money, "and thaFtt^aTso appeared that large
5mOtmtmg"Bi8n^'gfrmag~t haeIFom ~were
ISSjlfefl aud tippllHJ in KeeplH fThe ho mestead
farm in repair7^nd_ l arge_sums were paid
out f or_ p'^fgt_aj?J". ^^^P^ on^^ld farmi
'!rhere wTs'no^proof "that one dollar of~Sie
moneys received ^or lands, and whi ch con^^^ ^^''^ ^""""^ ^"^^ naid or appli ed
^^^itll
to any of the purposes mentioned, nor isffie
fact of such misapp ropriatidn of the tiH?'^^
mon eys rovmd. nor was" any Tact proved or
tound irom wniph such d1y(? a i pn and n^^
appropriat ioH~o£-SPecific trust moneys^can^be
legitimately inferred. The only proof given
upon tnis branch of the case consisted of the
proceedings before and the decree of the surrogate lipon the settlement of the accounts
of the executor.
If these proceedings were
competent evidence for any purpose, or to
establish any fact as against the defendants,
the present appellants, they were only competent in respect of the matters then in issue, and which were determined by the surrogate.
The questions before that tribunal
related solely to the accounts of the executors and their liability to the creditors, and
those entitled under the will of the testator.
The executors were charged with the amount
of the inventory of the personal estate of the
deceased, together with the amounts received
upon the sale of real estate,
yho rppngyq
TeaHzeA'-^oni the sale of lands were |.he nri7a^^' fun d "fOT~ ffie payment of debts, and
"credltorsTiad th"e nrst claim to be paid from
tB0S e"'moheyg;"afid't5FlLrst"r^irf^ of the
^^gffEOTg" in' respect of sucn monefg"WgS"T3
'cfe fljtorSf
Such liabilit y was discharged by
proof, of paymen.t.taja:eiiitaia_^whether made
ftom the identical moneys received by the
executors, or from other moneys of their own,
or subject to their control. The moneys realized from lands sold in excess of the debts
of the testator belonged to the present appellants, as devisees of the land subject to
the power of sale, and the liability of the
executors to them was discharged by like
proof of payment to them or for their use,
from any moneys of the executors, whether
received for lands sold under the power or
from other sources.
Upon proof of the plaint iffs debt she w as
of~cgu^e~SHHed to a decree for its paym'ent on .j^^ggmissjon b y the execuFors in
ffieir^^filed account of the moneys received
by them properly applicaBTe~f3"TO "payment
have
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favor of one class of creditors, but would be
an unauthorized extension of the equitable
doctrine invoked by the plaintiff, which demands for Its application that the trust fund
or money shall be traced and identified as
has
existing in the new form into which
In no other way can the
been converted.
equitable title of
cestui que trust to specific property be established.
This question, which
decisive- of this appeal, is fairly raised by the exception to the
admission, as evidence generally in the case,
of the proceedings before the siu-rogate over
the objection of the appellants that they were
immaterial and incompetent, and also by the
exceptions to the conclusions of law and the
judgment of the court upon the trial. It Is
proper to say that in passing only upon this
one question we do not Intend to Intimate an
opinion upon any of the other questions made
and ably argued by the learned counsel for
the respective parties.
The case bristles with
interesting and difficult questions, but as the
one considered is decisive of this appeal, and
the other questions may not re-appear or be
obviated by evidence upon another trial, we
do not deem
necessary to consider them.

a

,

lands in aid and relief of which payments
were made by the executor for the benefit of
the plaintiff as a cestui que trust, there would
be no difficulty in giving every cestui que
trust, as creditor having a debt of a fiduciary
character, a preference in respect to the general assets and creditors at large of the trustee or debtor, a lien upon property which the
trustee or debtor might have purchased dur-

jUpoii another trial It may be shown by com/petent evidence that the moneys received
lupon the sale of lands were kept separate
Ifrom all other moneys, and specifically ap/plled to the payment of the charges and InIcumbrances upon the homestead farm, and If
ISO the difficulty which the plaintiff now enfcounters will be obviated. The eaultlee ar a
clearly with the plaintiff, b n^ thi>y fBn^py
override the legal rutes of evJlPTifp, nr [^ gprorcea_by an unauthorlzeamlarp:ement and
extension of the equitable doctrme wiiicti liaj^
at tke..loundatiOTi of the action . There la
truth no competent proof as against the apnthpr
pellants
^^]Hn Vnn Vechten^ that the
payments claimed to a yg^ en made bv hi m
'
m relief of, JJiie- homestea
were ever madgL
The proofconsists of the accounts unverified
filed with the surrogate by the executors;
in which they credit themselves with these
payments, and the decree of the surrogate
disallowing them, and adjudghig an amount
stated to be due the estate from the said
executors,
and in their hands properly applicable to the payment of the plaintiff's
claim,
which was less than one-half in
amount of the sum decreed to be in the
The surrogate merehands of the executors.
ly held and decided that if the payments had
been made as claimed, they could not be allowed to the executors upon that accounting.
This is the extent of the decree.
possible, although we do not intend
..-^t
to intimate an opinion upon the subject for
reason that iiarties have not been heard,
and the question is not before us, that the
plaintiff may have relief In the presjgnt ac^on without tracin and idfjatifying the trtst
V moneys as now being invested in the homestead farm, and by treating this complaint
as a creditor's bill, filed upon the return of
against Van Vechten unsatisan execution
Upon proof that Van Vechten had
fied.
alleged, under circummade the payments
stances which would give him as a trustee
lien upon the trust estate for the benefit of
which they were made, it may be that the
a proper case to enforce
court vould deem
the lien for the benefit of the plaintiff— that
is, apply
debt due the judgment debtor to
the satisfaction of the judgment. Such
judgment debtor would
claim In favor of
not be beyond the reach of
creditor's bill.
As Van Vechten's account as trustee of
the homestead farm has not been settled,
there would arise none of the questions made
upon the last trial as to the effect of the
statute of limitations as affecting the claim
of the plaintiff, upon the theory upon which
the case was tried. But without considering
this suggestion farther, the judgment must
for reasons stated be reversed, and
new
trial had. All concur.
Judgment reversed.

Ithe

Is neither coincidence in the times or amount
the receipts and disbursements of moneys
upon the account, and for the purposes mentioned, to connect the one with the other. and
lead to a presumption that the money received from the one source was the same
money that was paid out.
The inference
would rather he that the moneys, when received, were mingled with other moneys of
the executors and used as occasion required,
either for purposes connected with the administration of the estate or the Individual
purposes
of the executor. Whatever presumptions might be indulged in favor of the
equities of the plaintiff as a creditor against
the defaulting trustee or his representatives,
were he or they the holders smd claimants of
the property sought to be xeaJized, none can
be Indulged as against the present appellanta
who are Innocent of any participation In the
If, upon the
wrongful acts of the executor.
statement of the accounts by and before the
surrogate, the evidence in this case and the
findings of fact by the judge, the principle
for by the plaintiff could be so
contended
far extended as to authorize a lien upon the

of
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case, there is no such thing
J[n the pre sen
as tracing the jiO.OOO into any a rticular
pieces ot property covered bTTfffi' aSSifefttg
lUB Uuiren
wf
n6fat by w ilnams o
reditors. Tbe inoBt~T;hat can pg'TOW-^s "
tnac n e*^ad this money, and aisp _._otner
•^AHevB-Uf BlH.fl.wTi''."ann nflen"aITTEemon'
^^B together, as his own, for several years,
riMiinjiir!aiiiiiMritiiTB«»>imi«:[ailw<T!
and that,
inere is no mea.ns oi asCPrt."/ining, as a. nin'a.tter of t^ct. tharTTTe
trust money,
it ever was trust money,
is now represeM ed by any property m ttie
Decree a£Srmed.

c

t
i'

c

t if

if

i

T

it

d

J I'

J

t
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if
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LeBretony.Peirce,2Allen,8,13; John11 Pick. 173, 181, 182; Trecothick V. Austin, Mason, 16, 29;' Ferris
V. Van Vechten, 73 N. Y. 113; Frith v. Cartland,
Hem. & M. 417; Holland v. Holland, L. R. Ch. 449 Isaacson v. Harwood,
345,836L. R.3Ch..225; Perry, Trusts,
842; Story, Eq. Jur.
1258, 1259; Lewin,
Trusts, (8th Ed.) 241, 857, 892. Thereis nothing to the contrary in Bank v. Insurance
Co., 104 U. S. 54, 66-71, and In re Hallett's
Estate, 13 Ch. Div. 696, 708-721, which are
chiefly relied on by the annuitants^
In
Wisconsin a majori ty ot the court ha s^flft'^to trace the
ciared tJia"tTns"not'necessary
truBt-fiindrlitmy-any epeclfirprai^m'tyin orit can
TliBr to enforce the trust, and that,
"be traced into the estate of the^faultlng
sent ortrustee,'ffiisissufflcientr THoCeod
28 N W. Rep.
401, 409,
■ETaOT7^~Wis.
"WTsT'lOir
173, 214.
But this seems to us to be stated
313;

"son v. Ames,

p

_

T

^

^

;'t,

ariiTgliTHiikiRtitiStVMaaiasnM .yso f.nnvfiVPrl yfaa
charpfed with anysuch trust. aq,d thiis findmg appears to De the only one tha t the
eVlueffl'TB WOUlU Wgffa'Htr-Ther^'ishSthin g
to Hno-w-mMT: mer e was ev^er any d isfrmnr
Trnat fnnrl in thp bands ot W llhamHrttlg'
executor and trustee, whicn was represented bv-arLv amecific property ,
ae was also
'the resid uary leg g
f-imsistPfl nf a
Srthe a^ets or"ffe^estflte
t
d.ePt an e froTTi himseii . The rest waschiefl;
a, 4Br
no tes secured by mnj
no real estate. 'Jjie moneys received by
gilliams from -theestate were mixed with
his OYm .
d^t^Aid the d6btS fand other legand rendered an ftfiftbunt, caliea
acies,
"
wmiih he uhkl Hd lilmHtiir wU rr
^Inal
"j^alanceot this aficount retaiuea to nay
a nnuity of S6Q0 r.er annum to Charles Riiy "
"TSlO.OOO.
was his duty to set apa-rt
his sum', and to keep it separa tely mvegT
M settlement
ed". but he did not do BO.
of the account merely an we in at ne was
be "
T|ai(^ rpgpnuaihio t.^y'that'amtrr;ahd,
Tia.ri a^tlLap art, as be ou ght to ha ve done,
the trust w ouigTraveattacBBa lu th<i{>roi>.
rty thus'BB auaTt But, since tnis was
neyenSCTJgZ!£Ee.triist w as never impresseg"
jipqa 'aTiyMer-ifig property or money neia
There was merely an indebthy wiiiTaTnc^
edness or liability on his part to account
for that sum. This indebtedness or liability might itself be the subject of a trust,
just as
it has been the indebtedness of
another person. The trust, however, in
such case, attaches merely to the indebtedness, and to whatever may be realized from
it, and not to anyparticnlarpropertyheld
by the debtor.
The view most favorable "
to the ann ultantg;;:$a 3.t ^piild he ta^enia
!Bi.».uOu in
Jnigr^TTnamB'"IiaiLSesttm.of
money in
hande. whicb waa retainea
H.& B.EQ.(2d Ed.)— 30
h^

§§

ranrrthe

4

0. Allen, J. The executor and trustee
nnder the will ofivirH. winmrns. fi^.v|Tio-^
Bignea nis properhT in trnat tnr fflg h^na^^^
m His cre li^f'-fir^h'^ iinnjnt.gr.+a ^.-nflp^ tl ^a t,
STiil seeK CO esTaplish a trust in tha.t nrnr
e rty, ana -to oDtain a decr ee tnat asin.onn
■
Be set aiiart Py me assignees, and approT

;

Roxbury Institution for Savings.

^

When! trust
thon^TTW::
mixed up with th trustee's individual funds tnat it isimpPSBtbiB to tra ce
-Shd identify
a B"entefiBt~nrCS-BOTH
6"BireMHc iaQa£Ety.tffrtraBt"ceaigeB:"-Th^-eTTg!-ti
will go as far as it can in tb'ui'Tracing ang
following trust money; but when, as a
matter of fact, it cannot be traced, the eqluitable right of the cestui qne trustto follt
low it falls. Under such circumstances, if'
the trustee has become bankrupt, tbe
court cannot say that the trust money is
to be found somewhere in the general estate of the trustee that still remains. He
may have lost it with property of his own.
And in such case the cestui que trust can
only come in and share with the general
creditors. The Attorney General v. Brigham, 142 Mass. 248,7 N. E.Rep. 831; Howard V. Fay, 138 Mass. 104; White v. Chapin, 134 Mass. 230; Bresnihan v. Sheehan,
125 Mass. 11; Harlow v. Dehon, 111 Mass.
195, 198, 199; Andrews v. Bank,
Allen,

t

^

wiclj^tfie
ficlijtthe RoxbHrylnstitutiop'torSavingH.
and othe*®^
George. E. Smith, for defendants.
Hor^
ace G. Alien and Wm. B. Bowlaad, for

El

TBb

'but no longer.

" comes BO

Sm

wa'S,

trust would then attacn
It- ntfiiiras
_____
the monCTTymHtr-Bg-raMtraMOf 'traced

Inequity.

—

tRft — it

'JjiTf""assume
assume

ajcaae.
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substantial equivalent remains, we concede
its force; but, where it is dissipated and
gene, the appropriation of some other prop12,
erty in its stead simply takes from creditors
1893..
that which clearly belongs to them. In the
'
Bill in equity by WiUiam A. Slater and anformer case, as In PenneU v. DetCell,
De
otaier against the Oriental Mills and others^
Gex, M. & G. 372, and In re Hallett's Estate,
charge
in
favor
o
f
the
a
Forest-"
to establish
(Knatchbull v. Hallett,) 13 Ch. Div. 696, the
acturing Oom pahy^" oT^EM^nSC'
"^^le Mamif
illustration may be used of a debtor min""pffinaS^ are'stockh omlSZfflaj
gling trust funds witlh his ovm in
chest or
""fefate of the Orie ntal Mi lls. Defendant filed
bag. Though the particular money cannot
mmirrgr'ttrtE e'biUr'TDeiQurrer sustauied.
"^
be identified, the amount is swelled just so
Jos^h O. Ely and James M. Ripley, for much, and the amount added belongs to the
complainants. James TiUinghast and Wilque trust. But in the latter ease
cestui
liam Gr. RoeUier, for respondents.
there is no swelling of the estate, for the
money is spent and gone; or, as respondent's
STINBSS, J. The question raised bv jfe
counsel pertinenUy suggests, "Knight Bruce's
bag— is empty."
demurrer to the biU. is whe^er the F oresfShall
chest^— Jessel's
we
therefore order a like amount to be taken
^Jdale Manufacturing Company, of which the
out of .some other chest or bag, or out of
"cbmgfflEMt|~a!f5^ockhoiders,' £aF"a prefefred claim upo fTKe respoHd^f assip aee tif~ the debtor's general estate? Suppose the
general estate consists only of miUs and
Jgie Orleiital ^ffls, an lnsolYenl: corporation'
machinery acquired long before the com^oX-ftj^K^rongCuUy;'''^^!^^
plainants' money was appropriated.
Upon
^omgMix ,anS"used tojgaj_ liabilities of ^the
latter company, and~omerwise,""By™peraons
what principle could that property be taken
lUMiontf ol of bOTB eoa i|raF" to reimburse tihem? But the complainants
w'^o "wery o
cieai: THaTr'WS" "Jiaa "am" " say: "Our money has been misappropriated
T he rote'
. nies.
equitable right to foUo-w and reclaim his
by the debtor without our consent and withproperty, whi ch has bee n wro ngfully apout our fault Why should we not be reimpropriaied by aSoMer, olongl^ he can E3
bursed out of his estate?" Undoubtedly,
ne should tiave Tiis mm:
is right that everv
ffie properti^,~""oF'iB"lubsta.htiar'eqmvaIen^
jjut, when
upon
''"Pftrty "Jfl"""! he
if
form
been cnange
the
claimant's
its
has
'
found, his sa m principle prev ents the takground that such property, in wnatever
lonB)
& impressed with a trust in favor of the "ing of property which equitably belongs
" to
if up, The
creilit6r3"of "th'e"''^gugtegT5'"5i8ifce
owner. If the trustee flas mingled it vrith
his own, he wi be ^emed^Ja. have used
^creditors have dnTie no wrong^ fn act. "ana~~
Tip Pflllpd
and so
Els own, ratlier- than" another's,
jipon, JTi any yf^j^_tn_
should n "t
to leaytT the remaln(^er under~jthe_ taisT;
atone for the misconduct of their debtor .
is an ordinary case of misfortune on the
part
BuFln
this^se
we
areasked..
of claimants, whose confidence in
aie__owaer.
trustee or agent has been abused.
In examining the question upon author.one's pro pg fjtv. l(q.^ been w ron^ffitUg ,aiml|ed
mdLdig.giB.atedLby_J5ome&.
ity we think it is equally dear that there
a chatge^^^as
upon the est ate of the latter for ttie amount
can be no equitable relief except In cases
ffiaT
where the fund clsjmed is in some way ap^tus_^TOn^SIOSKeS!!TO^I<S"^°^^
larger,
parent
much"
in the debtor's estate. Of the cases
isJBheg^^^
"anS"
^^g ^e
only fom: go to
cited by the complainants,
mat^ffie^ffust
property is"reaT]y and'cledrly
"EEiere. in_a su
tuted forffi -'alt houigST ir!^^-^ the extent of holding that a cestui que trust
is entitled to a lien for reimbursement on
not
diref jtliLJtra eed. This view is pressed
the general estate of the trustee where the
with much skiU and some authority, but we
are unable to adopt it. While one who has
trust fund does not. In some form, so appear. These are Plow Co. v. Lamp, 80 Iowa,
been wronged may follow and take his own
722, 45 N. W. Rep. 1049; McLeod v. Evans,
property, or its visible product, it is quite
66 Wis. 401, 28 N. W. Rep. 173, 214; Fi-ancis
a different thing to say that he may take
V. Evans, 69 Wis. 115, 33 N. W. Rep. 93;
the property of somebody
else. The general property of an insolvent debtor belongs
Bowers v. Evans, 71 Wis. 133, 36 N. W.
Rep. 629. In the
to his creditors, as much as particular trust
rst of these cases the
property belongs to a cestui que trust. Credcourt lost sight oftEe'd'lg'^ctron. which wg
maSCr.clear,.,. bet ween, funds reitors have no right to share in that which
'5esir6~~t'o
Is shown not to belong to -the debtor, and, "maining in the estate, whicdi g to swell the
conversely,
claimant has n o ri^ht to tak
lissets^ an d~funds which, havmg_begn_d^s^
from creditors that whichhe cannot shw ~pd.te3r or" used IM the""payme nt of debts,
To~~be
~Aot remain in the estate,
g~
eqmfaBry""liIs "''own . But right^^^ire^
and so do
j^eU the esfater^ TTpSn'TBrlonmer facf Css.
"comes the argume nt" that itj^ suitably. his
because the debtor has taken the claimconcede~ffiFnigjL
^'wgJiaxe^sffi.tejSboj^we
^own
vyitti "fiis esaSS^'money "and^mingled
to rel^T Tiut the court iS"Me lowaM^e
seems to ignore this very important distincfafeT'wKereliy
is"sw5Ied jusF'sq much.
"^fDS, applicable fa.allxaifi&. the aigumai tion, and in so doing overthrows the foundation on which Its decision ia based, for
not sound. Where the property or Its
et al. v.

et al.
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CONSTRUCTIVE
"The creditors, If permitted to enforce
tb^r claims as against the trust, wotild secure the payment of their claims out of
Now, how can this be so if
trust moneys."
the trust mongys, or their substantial equivalent, are not there? The court assumes that
the payment of debts is the same thing as
an increase of assets, or perhaps that it
works the same result to a creditor by increasing his dividends. But this la not so.
How the satisfaction of a debt by Incurring
another of equal amount either decreases
one's liabilities or Increases his assets can
only be comprehended by the philosophic
mind of a Micawber. If a debtor is solvent,
it is all right either way, because he wlU
have enough to pay everything he owes;
but, if he is Insolvent, the Injustice of the
doctrine of the Iowa court is made almost
painfully plain by the following illustration
from the dlssenttng opinion of Taylor and
JX, in Francis v. Evans, supra:
Cassoday,
"Suppose that an insolvent debtor, D., has
only $1,000 of property, but is' indebted to
the amount of $2,000, one-half of which is
due to A., and the other half to B. In this
Condition of things D.'s property can only
pay fifty per cent, of his debts. By such distribution A. and B. would each be equitably
entitled to $500. Now, suppose D., while In
that condition, collects $1,000 for F., but Instead of remitting the money, as he should,
be uses it in paying his debt in full to A.
By so doing, D. has not increased his assets a penny, nor diminished his aggregate
Indebtedness
a penny.
The only difference
is that he now owes $1,000 each to B. and
F., whereas he previously owed $1,000 each
to A. and B. Now if F. is to have preference
over B., then his claim will absorb the entire amount of D.'s property, leaving nothing whatever for B. In other words, the
$500 to wlhich B.- was equitably entitled from
his insolvent debtor, upon a fair distribution
of the estate, has, without any fault of hla,
been paid to another, merely in consequence
of the wrongful act of the debtor." It is
impossible to state the case more clearly.
The Illustration demonstrates that the mere
fact that a trustee has used the money does
not show that it has gone Into his estate.
If used to pay debts, he has simply turned
It over to a creditor, thereby giving him a
preference, while his own estate and indebtSuppose
edness remains exactly as before.
he had stolen the money, and turned it over
to somebody from whom it could not be reclaimed.
Can any one say the owner should
have an equitable lien upon the thief's insolvent estate in preference to his creditors?
They and the owner are equally Innocent,
and each must bear his own misfortune.
There seems to be some confusion, also, upon the ground that, because there might be
an equitable lien upon the trustee's property
says:

TRUSTS.
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In his own hands, tiie same Hen must follow
it into the hands of the assignee, because
he has no greater rights than the assignor.
The assignee is primarily a trustee for creditors; yet it is indeed true that he has
no greater right than the assignor to specific
property. But suppose, after a creditor had
attached property In possession of a debtor,
a complainant should seek an equitable lien
upon It for the reason that the debtor had
misappropriated property which belonged to
the complainant, and of which the attached
property was in no way a part. We see no
ground upon which he could succeed. When
the creditor seeks to establish his lien for
his debt he stands equal in equitable right
with a claimant who can show no peculiar
equitable claim to the property in question.
The fact that the cestui que trust has not
entered into the relation of debtor and creditor with the trustee does not affect the
question.
So long as he seeks to recover
what he can show to be his own, he is in
the position of an owner; but when he cannot do this, and seeks to recover payment
out of the trustee's general estate, he is in
the position of a creditor. Substantially the
same criticisms are applicable to the Wisconsin cases, with the additional remarks
that they are deci^ons of a court nearly
evenly divided, and that, in our opinion, the
better reason and weight of authority are
with the dissentient judges.
In support of the views we have expressed.
It is sufficient to select the following cases:
Little v. Chadwick, 151 Mass. 109, 23 N. E.
Kep. 1005; National Bank v. Insurance Co.,
104 U. S. 54; Cavln v. Gleason,
105 N. Y.
256, 11 N. E. Rep. 504; Englar v. Offutt, 70
Md. 78, 16 Atl. Rep. 497; Thompson's Ap-,
peal, 22 Pa. St 16; Bank v. Armstrong, 39
Fed. Rep. 684. The question whether any
of the property of the Porestdale Company
has gone into the hands of the assignee in
original or substituted form, whereby the
assets are so much larger, is a question of
fact. As to the sum of $149.39 on deposit
in the Columbian National Bank of Boston,
no question being made that it was a part
of the funds of the Forestdale Company,
it may, according to National Bank v. Insurance Co., 104 U. S. 54, be claimed by the
owner; but that question cannot be determined In this suit, as the money is not in
the hands of the assignee, land the bank is
not a party to the suit. As to the $3,103.33
invested in cotton, and made into manufactured goods, following the doctrine of the
cases cited, the court will attribute ownership in such goods. If any such came to the
assignee, to be in the cestui que trust to
the amount or value disclosed.
This being
a question of fact. It must stand for hearing, and the demurrer to the bill, upon the
points argued, must be overruled.
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CASSODAY, J. (aftCT stating the facts).
The amount involved is small, but the case
is important by reason of others dependent
upon it, and tiie nature of the question involved. It appears that A. C. Probert
sole owner of the Ba rifc nf Washhnrn;
1893, he failed, and his bank
at June
closed its doors; that June 26, 1893, he made
a voluntary assignmait of all his property
to the defendant for the benefit of his creditors. There is some force in the suggestion
that the receiving of Lemke's check in payment of the plaintiff's draft on him, held by
Probert's bank for collection, and the sending to the plaintiff of a draft made by Probert's bank on the Chicago bank for the
amount of such collection, four days prior
to such failure, was nothing more than the
substitution on the books of Probert's bank
of a credit to the plaintiff, or to the Chicago
bank, for the amount. In lieu of the former
credit for the same amount to Lemke. But
appears that, at the time of giving the
check, Lemke had funds in Probert's bank
to the amount of the check, and hence the
transaction would seem to be substantially
the same as though Lemke had actually
drawn the money on the check, and then Immediately handed the same back in payment
of the draft »n him in favor of the plaintiff,
and then held by Probert's bank for collet
tion; and that Probert's bank then retained
the money so paid in by Lemke, and in lieu
thereof sent to the plaintiff its draft on the
Chicago bank, as mentioned in the foregoing
As therein IniUPPtf^. the W""^^
statement.
by he check vras. with otho:
Hn_rqprp«PTTf:fi(i
moneya-Jiaed up in paying the debts of Probst. so.ihaj. no pa rt of that money or the
jCMiefids .Qg_.th at c^Iection. iiather In the
shape of money or Of pfoperty oi any 'khiil;
t

1,

ll

consisted of
^o$^^^2;3rj;^at-;Bu^aggetS
comm ercial paper, secu red and unsecured^
stocks, real estate, etc.; that ^^ money what^ver^^ SZlnto'the hands of said assigneg,
a few pennies and a $2_.50' gold piece;
jxcept
"
that a money'in' the Bank of" W ashburn on
and affer June
ISSST was useJ in, paying
che<S*'3rawn 'ag£inst""deposits, and in paymf^clerk hire or employes "of the Btank of
i^shburn^ that none of the moneys of Probprt,"aDd 'none of the proceeds of Jhe colleo^ra maQe~f6r~the"plaIniiifl', was iiseSrE~aJF
^ffmg" other property or invested in other
property of any Eind",""but that all money lii
robert at ahd after reQossesalori of
aving„said_ch,eck
of Lemke for the plai ntiff
wgS5sed_in_ga5fing tiie debts ojMProbOTt,_so
"thaFno money, of the "pf oceeiai of the mon-

ursemg nt'

jj'rom tnat order th
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Appeal from circuit court, Bayfield county;
Parish, Judge.
The Nonotuck Silk Company filed a claim
against the estaTe of A. O. Probert, an InBoivent, and procured an order to show cause
Why said claim should not be declared pre lerreSn On the hearing the clai m was so de clareBy and tne assignee api)6aiS. Jt gyersed .
r The othttr facts imly appear in the following statement by CASSODAY, J.:
It appears from the record that _fOT e'^'^'^^ai years prior to June^ 1893. the defendant's
assignor. A. 0. Probert, conducted a bankin g
"business at Washpum imder tn e name of tfie
5a.nk of Wasbbijm; tflat Mkv Si4. Itjtta, the
laintiff, a corporation at Chica go , sent "a
g raft for $99.t>7. on one Lem EiTto-llie-Banko f Washburn for collection: tliat Jun e 2. i
1893, the draft
Ti^ ^presmted to_Lemke. and
paid by his check''on"t he"Baiik of W ash b urn
on the same day;
June~3,"l893, the
_t hat
Bank ofWashburn lssuedr" its '''a?atr'o 5Pffie
Union National Bank, ite (Dhicago corre'
spondent,
for the proper amotat, a'nd"'f 6r^
"plaintiffj
he" same to the
^ardedf
^hat" t he
pla.i ntitf~ fligi5orTeceif'e the dfafTjaSSISBS
1^93^ and depoiited the same immediately
In th e First National Bank of Chicago; thai
"tliat bank presented the draft to the Union
^ationaTBafflr-jmrng. 1893. but payinrnt
13i,erppf,.was-xgCliaed ; that the Union National Bank then hacl~o money to the credit of
t&e Bank o'f''Wasb jbu Tn, but did have' coltat^
protecf'oyereirals. lei:t mere expressly
enough to protect the draft
^afts. more than
in question, as well as all other drafts issuea
upon that bd-lik Oy the Batik at WashbttrnT
jnat June 7. 189^J'ttie l^anF^r washburn
SLdOflrs, Probert having faile d; that
closed
June 26. 1893. Probert perfected an assignment for the benefit of is creditors, and on
Ihat day the defen dant, ~Eis assignee, XSo
T>ossessi ^m 'H' M:iirlfis . proper ty, including tfie
Bank of Washburn and its effects"; that Prohfeert's assets atjhe time of "such assignment
amounted to $261,716.31, and "his^liabilities

J. K.

,

;

Supreme Court of Wisconsin.

ey. in the Bank of Washburn, or the pl aintiff's collection ■fvr tne nrnceecls of said colltf c.
tion. ever came into the hands of sai &a~
_signee in the shape of property of any gmT
S?hatsoever
that Sep tember 18 liSi'i. liq~
l)laintlH: tiled ife claim against said estate;
that October 17, 1893, the plaintiff prociired
aji orda- to snow cause why its said cla im
should not be declared preferred; . hat Im
^
tne nnal hearing or rnar annn catloil. Dpfw
n^^^^
1893, it was ordered by the co urt that
per
said claim be, and the sam was tliCTeP fle - '
^
Glar ed
referred claim, and the money anil
effects upon whicn tne sdiUU was founded —
^s
Unirti by' Tle flai-nd"tu-bB
Uiit fimdS, and —
"
the said/assi gnee was tnereny ordered to pay
said claim of $9i^.4;i, in tuii, out of any mon^~
eys in his handF belonging to said estate, in'
^^CT^ce "ST all "cK!H§"agMnsr saicrestate'
f(5getlr er--wtar'eggtg~a5ar"gis"not pr eferred,
d

NONOTUCK SILK

i
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ever came into the hands of the defendant. | title of his own to trust property.
he deSuch being the facts, it is
stroys a trust fund by dissipating it^altoas such assignee.
manifest tnat tn^ piaiTitifp Va nf>t y|prp^j.p.
gether, tEererr^ajns nothing to be"lhe"suV
ject of the trusT Buti_§9jSSg" as. the trust .
claimin g his own property intrusted to Profaert's oSn k, nor the ^vailg or the nroceeda
property~can be traced and followed into
^
thereof
but is here claiming « nrpfcy^ncp
i■6pefty^nto" whictCit 1M§I£S?° ^°^'
^thfe^'-p
oYCT othar creditors out of other assets and
verted, that remains subject to the trust"
as"&v6raDie"to"t'he
That case
^TOperty of i:'robert received by the defend- "id. p. "71^.
ant by Yirtue of such assignmen
Cartainly,
claim of the plaintiff as any In the English
courts; and yet It nowhere sanctions the
there Is no statute in this state giTlng a^"
such preterence, nor any authorizing an in - proposition
hat tne ow ner of the pro^er^
soivSt debtor, by war of a voluntary assign- or money Jntrusted 13 entitled to a prefer-"
ment, to give such preference.
Laws 1S83. c.
sence over other crecKIors of "anTpsolTeht
349; liaws 1885, c. 48; sections 1693a, 1693c,
tate out of property or assets to "which no
part of the trust fund. rJ:hejpr5 egggrtBereSanb. & B. Ann. St. It follows that, if the
plaintiff Is entitled to such preference at ■W,
All such (SsesTiirn "upon
traceable.
all, it must be by virtue of some established
the question of fact whether the trust property or fund, or the proceeds thereof, are
principle of equity or the common law.
traceable into any specific property or fund.
The early English cases only went to the
Ex parte Hardcastle (In Re Mawson), 44
extent of holding, in effect, that the owner of
Law T. 524. Thus, in Re Cavin v. Gleason,
property Intrusted to an agent, factor, bailee,
105 N. Y. 256, 11 N. E. 504,
was held that,
or other trustee could follow and retake his
"to entitle the trust creditor to such a prefproperty from the possession of such truserence, it must, at least, be made to appear
tee, or others in privity with him, and not a
that the fund or property of the insolvent,
bona fide purchaser for value, whether such
remaining for distribution, includes proceeds
property remained in its original form, or in
of the trust estate."
To the same effect, Atsome different or substituted form, so long
kinson v. Printing Co., 114 N. Y. 168, 21 N.
as
could be ascertained to be the same
E. 178; Holmes v. Oilman, 138 N. Y. 376, 34
property, or the product or proceeds thereof,
In Little v. Chadwick, 151 Mass.
N. E. 205.
but that such right ceased when the means
110, 23 N. E. 1005, the court said:
"When
of ascertainment failed, as when the subject
trust money becomes so mixed up with the
of the trust was money, or had been contrustee's individual funds that it is imposverted into money, and then mixed and consible to trace and identify it as entering into
founded in a general mass of money of the
same description, so as to be no longer disome specific property, the trust ceases. The
court will go as far as it can in thus tracing
visible or distinguishable. This is apparent
and following trust money; but when, as a
from the opinion of Lord EUenborough, C.
J., written nearly 80 years ago, reviewing
matter of fact, it cannot be traced, the equitable right of the cestui que trust to follow
the adjudications prior to that date. Taylor
But the more
it fails." To the same effect are Goodell v.
Maule & S. 575.
V. Plumer,
Buck, 67 Me. 514; Steamboat Co. v. Locke,
recent rule in England as to following trust
73 Me. 370; Englar v. Offutt, 70 Md. 78, 16
moneys is broader, and goes to the extent of
Atl. 497; Thompson's Appeal, 22 Pa. St 16;
holding, in effect, that "If money held by a
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Columbian Bank's Estate, 147 Pa. St 440,
person in a fiduciary character, though not
23 Atl. 625, 626, 628; Appeal of Hopkins
as trustee, has been paid by him to his acAtl. 867; Bank v. Goetz, 138 lU. 127.
count at his banker's, the person for whom
(Pa.)
27 N. E. 907; Neely v. Rood, 54 Mich. 134.
he held the money can follow it, and has a
inker's
charge
on the balance in the
19 N. W. 920; Sherwood v. Bank, 94 Mich.
78, 53 N. W. 923; Elevator Co. v. Clark (N.
hands;" that "if a person who holds money
as a trustee, or in a fiduciary character,
D.) 53 N. W. 175; National Bank v. Insuranc€ Co., 104 U. S. 54, 68; Peters v. Baio*
to his account at his banker's, and
pays
133 IT. S. 670, 693, 10 Sup. Ct. 354;
Story,
mixes it with his own money, and afterEq. Jur.
1259;
1258,
Pom. Eq. Jur.
wards draws out sums by checks in the ordi1058;
Lewin, Trusts (1st Am. Ed.) 241.
nary manner,
the drawer must be
In speaking of followins trust moneys intaken to have drawn out his own money,
to other property, it is stated in one of the
in preference to the trust money." In re
New York cases cited that "the right has its
Hallett's Estate (Knatchbull v. Hallett), 13
basis in the right of property."
It never
Ch. Div. 696, overruling some former Enwas based upon the theory of preference by
gli^ cases. In that case there was no disreason of an unlawful conversion.
pute but what the money received by the
This is
made clear by
conrecent and well-considered
trustee 'for ttie property wrongfully
opinion by the supreme court of Rhode
verted was deposited
with his bankers to
Island.
Slater v. Oriental Mills (R. I.) 27
the credit of his account, and that the same
Atl. 443. It oUows that th mere fact that
"remained at his banker's, mixed with his
Proberfs bank used the plaintiff's money_
own money, at the time of his death." But
in the leading opinion, by Jessel, M. R., In
tggaSJLCayiPgjts indebtedness, bejfore Tna,kthat case, and by way of quoting Mr. Justice
JSSJt^ assignment,"^? not authorize a pref-"
Fry approvingly, it is said: "The guiding i-«rence to^the plaiHttff,_^^oVeifrProber"PFofer
principle is that a trustee cannot assert a ^©•editors, out" of his other^jrpperty and as-
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'fia's tieen traced._
*~TBir IS iaot~a mere

question of practice,
nor the construction of a lociil statute long
acquiesced in, but is a" question of general
and It Is very Imequity Jurisprudence;
portant to the people of the state that this

v.'

coint Bhoijld, at least on such questions, adhere to the principles of the common law so
as to become elementary.
weU established
It is especially essential that the state and
federal courts, on such questions, should be
in harmony. In so far as McLeod v. Evans
66 Wis. 401, 28 N. W. 173, 214; Francis
Evans, 69 Wis. 115, 33 N. W. 93; and Bowers V. Evans, 71 Wis. 133, 36 N. W. 629,—
are in conflict with the rules above indicated,
as overruled.
they must be regarded
The
order of the circuit court is reversed, and the
cause -is remanded
for further proceedings
in accordance with this opinion.

is

ORTON, O. . (dissenting).
This case
ruled by McLeo<i v. iSvans, 66 Wis. 401, 28
N. W. 173, 214; Francis v.' Evans, 69 Wis.
115, 33 N. W. 93; and Bowers v. Evans, 71
Wis. 133, 36 N. W. 629.
It was a case of
special deposit or trust or agency. It was
the employment of the bank to collect
draft. It ought not to make any difference
that the bank embezzled the proceeds. The
plaintiff was clearly entitled to be a preferred
creditor.
this was the first case of the
kind,
might not dissent
respectfully
dissent on the ground that the decision in
this case overrules three well-considered and
reconsidered
decisions of this court
In the
long history of this court, there have been
very few overruled cases. The interests of
by the stathe public are best subserved
bility of decisions.
If former cases are to
be overruled by every change of the personality of the bench, we may soon hp.ve no
line of decisions on important questions, to
which the business of the country has been
long adapted and adjusted, and everything

a

a

J

If

will

become

I

This is made plaia by an illustration
having judicial sanction In the case last
cited: "Suppose that an Insolvent debtor, D.,
has only $1,000 of property, but is indebted
to the amoimt of $2,000, one-half of which Is
In this
due to A., and the other half to B.
condition of things, D.'s property can only
By such
pay fifty per cent of his debts.
distribution, A. and B. would each be equiNow, suppose T>.,
tably entitled to $500.
while in that condition, collects $1,000 for P.,
but instead of remitting the money, as he
should, he uses it in paying his debt in full
By so doing, D. has not increased his
to A.
assets a penny, nor diminished his aggregate
a penny.
The only difference
indebtedness
is that he now owes $1,000 each to B. and
F., whereas he previously owed $1,000 each
Now, if F. Is to have preferto A. and B.
■ence over B., then his claim will absorb the
entire amount of D.'s property, leaving noth.ing whatever for B. In other words, the
$500 to which B. was equitably entitled from
his insolvent debtor, upon a fair distribution
of the estate, has, without any, fault of his,
been paid to another, merely in consequence
of the wrongful act of the debtor." Id., and
See, also,
dissenting opinion in 69 Wis. 123.
McClure v. Board (Colo. Sup.) 34 Pac. 763.
We must hold that the plaintiff hjjp nn igp-ai
nght__to .a , pref ereniie.JM: £r. Probert's oth er
cfSaitors 111'the distoibution o f hia estate in
ffieTSanSs of .the defendant, -a&-aasigaS£uiS^
inio'"^^h.np partjot the^'laintifflg.jnoney
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made . On the trial the parties by stlpplatlon
"fixed the amount of the claims for sugari
sold which had come to the hands of th«
(40 N. E. 206. 145 N. T. 552.)
assignee, and which had bee n collected by
Court of Appeals of New York. April 9, 1805.
Elm. The fra ud of Burkhalter & Co. waa
II. was shuwu"-tligt~tEa~
not controverted.
Appeal from supreme court, general term,
sales were induce'd by a gross misrepresentaFirst department.
Hon in writing made by one of the members"
Action by the American Susrj^'-^'Rffl"''"-''
of the firm to tha nlaintiff as to the solvency
Cdmpany against Charles H. Fancher. asof the firm, mad on or abo ut Se tember 20,
pi». From a .judgment
"f
ypnprai
t;>"*
_sip;t^
indp-rAToi-ginP'
1892, within 30 'days before the" assignment,
a
term (30 N. Y. Supp 4ftav
Ro- and when the firm wasl)wing several hua:
nlaintif f Mpj^^gla
ment for ylaintiff.
gred thousand dollars mo re than the value of
versea.
"~""
its whole assg ts.
Hughes,
appellant.
for
James
Charles E.
TThe case presented is singularly free from
any uncertainty in respect to the facts upon
B. Dill, for respondent
which the equitable jurisdiction to follow the
ANDREWS, 0. J. This case presents a proceeds of the sugars is claimed. They are
but it is insisted
question of considei'able practical importance. ^definite and ascertained,
It relates to the equitaoie junsaiction oi the that the court is impotent to give relief by
way of subjecting the choses in action or their
court, un der special circumstances, to toiio w
prumjtjdij of personal property in the hand s
proceeds, representing the sugars, to a lieu
df a fraudulent vendee or his^ general a~s- in favor of the defrauded vendor, or to adsignee r^y tne penent or creditors at the suit
judge that they shall be applied In partial
of a de frauded vendor, who by false pr fr
recompense and restitution for the property
because,
wrongfully
tenses w ag mapcea to part with the proper^
as
it)
obtained,
so
claimed, such relief is not in any such case
upon_ CTedti, the proc eeds sought to be
"f 6aeJlie3"bemg tiie sums'ttne irom subvendeed'
within the scope of the powers of courts of
>rRWi535Ti(ffRnCBiin39
equity as heretofore defined and exercised,
sales by bim made before the d iscovery by
and for the further reason that new rights
'
the plamtifC of the fraud.
The LMIS UUUh
have intervened by reason of the assignment.
which the question arises are substantially
The fraud of Burkhalter & Co. was, as we
—conceded and are free from complication.
Bav9~5gtar aamitted.'" 7r Sey' are hftgeiessiy
they
anri
■nrofeTsit
isaa
af, tic time
tOQfc
rngnivfint
Between the 20th dav of Septemb);^,
and the 20th day of October following, th«
the plaintifE's goo ds. ,_ TOey dis" posed of
plaintiff sold and deliver ed t,i} the mercantile' large part of the s"ugars~b6f ore
smtnr
Arm of C. Burkhalter & Qn.. doing business Wcame coff nizant of he fraud.
The praiiitiff
wa'soniy apprised "of It after'tEie"asslgnment
in the city of New York, sugars of vario"^
qualities on credit f<; the nrice in the aggrewas made . Tirgreaedy atTaWTipC the conof $19.121.41. no "art nf whifh Una hf^prT ''faap_ag^BgLJ;M_f!aiJUiuleftt,_and21n§5If^^
^te
nndpi- ^)ip ircumstances. Inef
paid, the last sale ]ifiv'ng bgPTi Tn?^d(» Oiy
^■chaser
pursuit
TJfe
the property, except
firm,
fectual.
da
the
On
the
next
to5er~^1892^
"
the small pari ol 11 WLluh was nnsoWr-and
^elng insolvent and owina debtij jtinaUV In"
^passed to the assignee, is m practrM!BIer""lf
excess of Its assets, made a general assignit _could vet be. found nnconsimi^ a^ capment to the defendant for the benefit of its
ble of identification, the multipUci^ of suits"
creriif^rH- Among tne assignect assets w ere
"WHWh AV0ai(l^yjreMefed^8v^!sssa^"'to
VS^
portion of~the sugars som py tne plainflg
expensive,
firamn'm. which 'he replevieg- gsartByas- claim It would m ake the remedy^
"
The identifiancCTiaadequate
signee; but tSe flrm^ prior to the assignment, JJujaensQTn^.
cation of the proceeds sought to be reached
had sof to niimero us perso ns, ustomers~ o?
Is not _
tnen nSHn Tfce oirdTnarv ovirse of trade, yo r- is complete and unquestioned.
fions
jhe sugars on credit, and claims held claimed hat -the -credits or the money Into""
whic they have been converted are not the
_5y lie firm against the subvendees arismg
VCTy^ roceeffs.ot..sugargJof 'wER 5^the plaint
out' of sucn sales, exceeamg m the aggrewg.S flefrauded.
rthe sum of $10.000. were among the as"
of
court of equity to folgtitS whic
^^f^
nment!
These
ftpsig
"a'ne'Jurlsdictioii
bT
passed
low the proceeds of property taken from the
cTaittts we ce-.coHeeted' by the aBsi|mee Jtfter
small sumj" true owner by felony, or misapplied by an
the assiCTUMentTand (ex cep ting
agent or trustee, and converted into propertyafter n^jice had been BerVBfl by the piamtm
of another description, and to permit the true
~7igTEe assignee that It escinded the original
owner to take the property in its altered state
saIeTDrt ]^rar' 'tf5i^nollce was accompanied
demangifor the sugars then in tte_gosas his own, or to hold
as security for the
by
value of the property wrongfully taken or misccounfapplied, or. In case the original property or
outstan ding clai ms against the cust omers of its proceeds have been mingled with that of
ands for he the wrongdoers In the purchase of other prop& Uo. In the ir
^urkhaTtgT
charge declared In favor of the
sugars sold by the nrm as aoove stated.
j.'Ee' erty, to have
person Injured to the extent necessary for his
assignee declined to accede to The demand
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indemnity, so long as the rights of bona fide
has been fredo not intervene,
purchasers
quently exerted, and is a jurisdiction founded
upon the plainest principles of reason and justice. The case of Newton v. Porter, 69 N. Y.
133, Is an illustration of the application of this
principle in a case of the larceny of negotiable
bonds, sold by the thieves, in which the court
subjected securities in which they invested
the money, and which they had transferred
with notice to third persons as security for
services to be rendered, to a charge in favor
of the owner of the stolen bonds. The cases
where
upon this head are very numerous,
there has been a misapplication of trust funds
by trustees, or persons standing In a fiduciary
relation, and the money or property misapplied has been laid out in land or converted into other species of property.
The court in
such cases lays hold of the substituted property and follows the original fund, through all
the changes it has undergone, until the power of identification is lost or the rights of
stop the pursuit, and
bona fide purchasers
hclds it in its grasp to indemnify the innocent
victim of the fraud. And even in case of
money, which is said to have no earmark, its
Identity will not be deemed lost, though it is
mingled with other money of the wrongdoer,
if it can be shown that it forms a part of the
general mass.
Pennell v. Deffell, 4 De Gex,
M. & G. 372; In re Hallett's Estate, 13 Oh.
Div. 696; Holmes v. Gilman, 138 N. Y. 369,
In the cases of stolen property,
34 N. E. 205.
or of misapplication by a trustee or agent of
the funds of the principal or cestui que trust,
the title of the real owner of the property
has been in most cases lost, without his consent, and the court, by a species of equitable
substitution, repairs, as far as practicable,
the wrong, and prevents the wrongdoer from
profiting by his fraud.
And, indeed, courts of law, borrowing the
equitable principle, in cases of misappropriation by agents, vest in the principal at his
election the legal title to a chattel or security
In the hands of the agent, purchased exclusively by the application of the embezzled
or misappropriated fund. Taylor v. Plumer,
3 Maule & S. 562.
It is at this point that
the controversy in the present case commences, and the divergence
arises which has led
if! rlflimPfl,
nn hphalf
to this litigation.

are peculiarly cognizable In equity, and have
been so cognizable from the earliest period of
equitable jurisprudence. But it is to be said
that these are but branches of the larger jurisdiction over frauds, which equity abhors
and of which It has cognizance admittedly in
many cases not connected with technical
trusts or agency.
It cannot be denied that
the protection of cestuis que trustent against
frauds of the trustee is an object of peculiar
solicitude in the courts of equity. They, in
many cases, are incapable, by reason of age,
inexperience, or other incapacity, from looking
out for themselves, and the court stands in
the attitude of guardian of theu: mterests.
But, as has been said, a court of equity does
not restrict its remedial processes to the aid
of the helpless or the ignorant. It embraces
within its view the general claims included
within what are called quasi trusts, and intervenes to prevent violations of equitable duty
by whomsoever committed or whoever may
suffer from the violation. It goes altogether
outside of trust relations in many cases to
prevent fraud, or to compel a restoration of
property obtained by fraud.
The exercise
of the jurisdiction to set aside fraudulent
transfers of real or personal property made
in fraud of creditors is familiar. And the jurisdiction is most beneficially invoked in cases
of private fraud to rescind transfers of real
estate procured by fraudulent representations,
and to restore to the defrauded vendor the
title of "which he has been defrauded. It often
happens in cases of transfers of real estate
procured by fraud that, before the action is
brought or the plaintiff is apprised of the
fraud, the fraudulent vendee has disposed of
the land In whole or in part, ,or has created
liens thereon in favor of the bona fide purIn such cases the court
chasers for value.
will mold the relief to suit the circumstances,
and will, at the election of the plaintiff, rescind the contract and compel a reconveyance
of the part of the land still remaining In the
hands of the vendor, and compel the wrongdoer to account for the proceeds of the land
in damages.
sold, or award compensation
The court In many cases resorts to the fiction
of a trust, and, by construction, adjudges that
the proceeds in the hands of the wrongdoer
are held by him as trustee of the plaintiff.
This was the exact nature of the relief grant^^
ed in the case of Trevelyan v. White, 1 Beav.
, that caur.ts-o£_ eauity.Jln.j::Qm^e_de£endant
claim of the plaintiff
589, as appears by the recital of the decree
mercial^M£^j_whereJthe
originates , la. a fi:anf| jn ttiesjale of ^J^onal
In the opinion of the master of the rolls, where
propart of the estate had been sold by the fraudjTi'f.perty, do nat,jgidertake_tofollow
In Cheney v. Gleason, 117
ulent vendee.
c^ds in the, hands o^f'th e ^fdng'floey'yw that
the defraudedjBartj,
557, a bill was filed by the defrauded
Mass.
l^^v^^^c^^en^]to|^^wi
with his title,.,is. remitted exc lusively to such
vendor of real estate to reach a mortgage taklegal remedies as aregrven for the rearessToI
en by the vendee on the land on a resale by
Ihe wjioag.'^'TEe' jurisdiction of c6urts~61f equihim, and the court sustained the bill and
ty in cases of trust or agency, or cases of like
granted the relief. In Hammond v. Pennock,
character, it is insisted, is founded upon the
61 N. Y. 145, the court rescinded, at the Inancient jurisdiction of these courts over trusts - stance of the plaintiff, a contract for the exand fiduciary relations, and has not been and
change of real and personal property, owned
ought not to be extended beyond these cases.
by the plaintiff, for a farm of the defendant
It is very true that trusts and trust relations in Michigan, which had been consummated

Jt
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on the plaintiff's part by a conveyance and
transfer, the contract and conveyance having
been obtained by the defendant by fraudulent
and the defendant having,
representations;
after the conveyance to him, contracted to sell
to him by the
part of the land conveyed
plaintiff, the court adapted the relief to the
circumstances, and rescinded the conveyance
so far as practicable, and adjudged that the
defendant acfcount for the proceeds of the personal property included in the sale.
If the jurisdiction exercised by courts of
equity in respect to undoing fraudulent con]
/ veyances of real estate, and following the
/ proceeds in the hands of the fraudulent
grantee, appertains in like manner and degree to sales of personalty, It would seem
tha t the plaintiff In the presenFcase wgS~eiF
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E. 1078; BenJ. Sales (6th Ed.)
Fassett v. Smith, 23 N. Y. 252; Benedict V. Williams, 48 Hun, 124.
But a purchase procured by fraud is In no sense, as
between the vendor and vendee, rightful.
It
was wrongful, and, while a transfer so Induced vests a right of property in the. vendee
until the sale is rescinded, the means and
act by which it was procured was a violatiou
of an elemental principle of justice. But tha
rule is that a sale of personal property Induced by fraud is not void, but is only voidable on the part of the party defrauded.
"This does not mean that the contract is
void until ratified; it means that the contract
is valid until rescinded." When a contract
of sale infected by fraud of the vendee is
consummated,
and the property delivered,
^
the vendor on discovering the fraud may purbuea to_ r^^'«'T^ The fact that, before the
sue one of several courses.
action was hmnyht Ttnrfr halter ifc Co. ha d
He may affirm
"
the contract, and an omission to disaffirm
aade a g rnprwl fi'i^i,7npip"t f"** the benefi t
within a reasonable time after notice of the
of creditors to the defendant Is no obstacle
fraud will be deemed a ratification. He may
to the belief, if, except tor the assignme ntj'
tne court wou ia lia ve Interposed,
on tBg~ - elect to rescind it, and thereby his title to
prayer pnEg"
the property is reinstated as against the pur- chaser and all persons deriving
other remedies,
title from
"
him, not being bona fide purchasers for value,
to reach the unpaid claims aga inst "ffie subIg not a
-An BiyiiP- pfiR f or "(;redit(>fs
and a purchaser is not such who takes the
s"
^endee
property for an antecedent debt, or who purpurchaser for value, and stands in no othe r
chased the property on credit, and has not
or better positaon than his assignor as re proceeds of the
paid
the purchase money or been placed in a
Ireack
tiie
gfTO
^sgCg-a-i^g
position where payment to a transferee of
samrtrrBu rkhalter & On- OnodwiTi y. Wertthe claim cannot be resisted.
iieimer, »a N. Y. 149, 1 N. E. 404; Barnard
Barnard v.
Campbell, supra; Dows v. Kidder, 84 N. Y.
V. CampbeU, 58 N. Y. 76; Ratcliffe v. Sang121; Matson v. Melchor, 42 Mich. 477, 4 N.
ton, 18 Md. 383; Bussing v. Rice, 2 Gush. 48.
It is claimed that the general creditors of W. 200; 1 Benj. Sales, p. 570, note.
Upon rescission the vendor may follow and
the firm will be prejudiced if the plaintiff is
allowed to prevail, and that he will thereby
retake the property wherever he can find
It, except in the case mentioned, or he may
acquire a preference over the other creditors of the insolvent firm. Ttiit g"""'^^ nra^.
sUe for conversion.
When these legal remedies are available and adequate,
clearly
jtors ha X£
eqn iyy n'; Hg-Vit tn y,a-^a gpprri.
there is no ground for going to a court of
~PHated~Jort ne pavment nf thpjr rip.hts t hA
plaintiff, or propertv to which
equity. The legal remedies in such case are
C^rtv of the
IS equita .hiv~e ntitled as between
it and and ought to be held exclusive. But in a
ijurkfialter &
case like the, present, sfegre there is na_adCo^
They, ■S(5TraFas appears, advanced nothing,
equate legal remedy, either on the contract
and gave no credit on the faith of the firm's
oT sale or for the recovery of the property In
possession of the sugars, assuming that that
specie, or by an action of tort, is the power
element would have had any bearing on the
of a court of equity so fettered that where it
case. If the sugars had existed In specie
is shown that the property has been conin the hands of the assignee, it cannot be
verted by the vendee, and the proceeds, in
doubted that the plaintiff on rescinding the
the form of notes or credits, are identified
beyond question in his hands, or in possessale would have been entitled to retake them,
and the -general creditors are in no worse
sion of his volimtary assignee, it cannot impound such proceeds for the benefit of the
position, if the plaintiff is awarded the prothan they would haye been if the defrauded vendor? The only reason urged
ceeds,
sugars had remained unsold. Much was said
in denial of this power which to our minds
on the argument upon the difference behas any force is based on the assumption
that it would be contrary to public policy to
tween a trespasser taking and disposing of
admit such an equita ble principle into com the property of another and the case of a
mercial transactions, kut with the two
sale of personal property to a vendee induced
by fraud.
It is the law of this state, as in Itations adverted to, and which ought strictly
England, that title passes on such a sale to
to be observed, (1) that it must appear that
the fraudulent vendee, notwithstanding that
the plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law,
the crime of false pretenses is included in
either in consequence of Insolvency, the dispersion of the property, or other cause, and
the statute definition of a felony, but which
was not such
at common law. Barnard
(2) that nothing will be adjudged as proceeds except what can be specifically IdentlT. Campbell, supra; Wise v. Grant, 140 N. T.
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fled as suchj_ftssliiess-lateMSl3 .saiLftavB adIndeed, the disturbance
equateTJTO^ctioo.
I would be much less than is now permitted
In foltowing the property from hand to hand
until a bona fide purchaser Is found.
The case of Small v. Attwood, Younge, 507,
is a, \&ry instructive case, which iuTolTod a
large amount, was argued by eminent counsel, and received great consideration. It suppoi-ts, we think, the equitable jurisdiction
invoked in the present case. It was an action by the purchaser to rescind a contract
for the sale of mines and mining property
and
induced by fraudulent representations,
•
to recover the purchase money paid to the
amount of about £200,000. , The court found
the fraud and rescinded the contract, and
On a supmade a decree for an accounting.
plemental bill being filed, showing that the
purchase money paid had been invested by
the seller in public securities in his name,
which he afterwards caused to be put in the
name of his mother, and that the purchaser
had no other means adequate to repay the purchase money, the chancellor, on an application
for an Injunction restraining the transfer of
the securities, held that the money paid could
and
be followed Into the stock purchased,

granted the Injunction.
The case of Cavin
V. Gleason, 105 N. Y. 256, 11 N. B. 504, wag
an attempt to fasten upon the estate of an
insolvent a. preferential lien for money put
into his hands by the plaintiff for the purchase of a mortgage for her, and which he
applied, without authority, to the payment of
his debts before the assignment, with the
exception of a small sum ($30), which went
Into the hands of the assignee.
The court
held that the money, which the Insolvent had
used to pay debts prior to the assignment,
was not a perferred debt, but susta,ined her
right to be paid the small sum which the
belonging to the trust
assignee
received
This case points the distinction. - The character of the debt gave it no priority. The
fund had been dissipated, and could not he
traced among the assigned assets. There
was no equitable ground of preference except for the small sum mentioned.
Upon the whole case, we are of the opinion
that the judgment on the report of the referee
was correct, and the order granting a new
trial should the.'«fore be reversed, and the
judgment on the report of the referee affirmJudgment accordingly.
ed, with costs.
All
concxir.

CONSTRUCTIVE
GLEASON.i
ai N. B. 504, 105 N. Y. 256.)
Court of Appeals of New York. April 19, 1887.
J. B. Gleason, for appellant. W. H. JohnV.
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proper understanding of
material to
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White was
facts which appear in the record.
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constituted in his hands a quasi tru st rung,
Vhich White was bound to use tor me sp'g
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was impliedf but only as a means of realizing
the money with which to make ine mortgage
The securities, while in thO hailUB 'Of
loan.
^hite, remained the property ot tlie pellU ta;B^s; alta, wiien CJiiYertfea
B^ bM, tlieir tlTle
to tne proceeds ot tiie conYengT
•attaciiea
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the petitioners on the third day of January,
!883, for Investment in the Gould fa61'tgffge.
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J. It

ceded bv the petitioners that the assigned estate was insufficient to pay In full
-—
— the debta
_ ^
of the a.fiHJgnnr.
The specittl term granted the prayer of the
petitioner, and made an order directing the
assignee to pay the claim of the petitioners
out of the money in his hands, and this order
was affirmed by the general term. The ordeij
"In-^efCect appropriates out of the assigned e^
tate the sum of $877.27 to the payment of
claim of the petitioners, in preference to
claims of the general creditors.
The petitioners, to maintain the order in
question, rely upon the rule in equity that, as
between cestui que trust and trustee, and all
parties claiming under the trustee otherwise
than by purchase for valuable consideration,
without notice, all property belonging to a
trust, however much
may be changed or
altered in its nature or character, and all the
fruit of such property, whether in its original or altered state, continues to be subject
to or affected by the trust. Pennell v. Deffell,
De Gex, M. &*G. 387, Turner, L. J. This
settled doctrine of equity has its basis In the
right of property. The owner of personal
"IJroperty which, by the wrongful act of his
agent or trustee, has been changed and converted into chattels of another description,
may elect to treat the property into which the
conversion has been made as his own.
Upon
such election the title to the substituted property is vested in him as fully as if he had
originally authorized the wrongful act, which
title he may assert in a legal action to the
same extent as he could have asserted title
In respect to the original property. The reason of the doctrine is stated by Lord Ellenborough in the leading case of Taylor v.
Plumer,
Maule & S. 562, in language often
"For," he says, "the product or subquoted:
stitute for the original thing still follows the
nature of the thing itself, so long as
can be
ascertained to be such, and the right only
ceases when the means
of ascertainment
fail." The question in that case involved the
legal title to certain stock and bullion which
an agent of the defendant, intrusted by his
■principal with money to invest in exchequer
bills, had wrongfully misapplied to the purchase of the stock and bullion, intending to
abscond with it and go to America, and the
court sustained the defendants' title.
Courts go very far to protect rights of property as against a wrong-doer. They follow
through whatever changes and transmutations it may undergo in his hands, and as
against him, transferred to the changed and
altered product the original title, however
much the original property has been increased in value by his labor or expenditure,
provided only that the product
still a chattel, and is composed of the original materials.
Silsbury v. McCoon,
N. Y. 379.
But
court
of law, as a general rule, deals only with the
legal title; and when the legal identity of the
property is destroyed, or the property cannot
be traced specifically into another thing,

„—
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po'werless to give relief, except by action for
The landamages against tbe wrong-doer.
guage of Lord EUenborough, already quoted,
that the right to follow property only ceases
when the means of ascertainment fail. Is illustrated by what follows, "which," he adds,
"is the case when the subject is turned into
money and mixed and compounded in a general mass of the same description."
It is not important to Inquire whether later
decisions have not established,
even in respect to strictly legal actions, a somewhat less
stringent limitation upon the right of pursuit
than that indicated in the language just quoted.
But It is unnecessary to pursue this inquiry here. It is clear that in t hia case tha
trust frnid hns been dissipated and lost by
, the act of the trustee .
It is neither speciflcally in tne nands o^ 'the trustee or of his assignee, nor it is represented by other property Into which it has been converted. JEhe
fund, acc ording to the finding, ^with tha encr!n-r\i-ir^,. ,,V
lll ll ijum 01
Ji ll IL'tlAl SZL ^
A
ceniion
ol lllH
i|)!{0,) was paid out on
tho rjphts of White Detore the assignment."
Plainly, there is no room for any coiilttllLlUll
that the petitioners have legal title to any of
the assigned property. The sole inquiry is
whether a case is made for equitable intervention in favor of the petitioners In the administration of the Insolvent estate.
It is
clear, we think, that, upon an accounting in
bankruptcy or insolvency, a trust credltorjs
not entitled to a preference over general creditors of the insolvent, merely on the ground
of the nature of his cdaim; that is, that he is
a trust creditor as distinguished from a general creditor.
We know of no authority for
such a contention.
The equitable doctrine
that, as between creditors, equality is equity,- admits, so far as we know, of no exception founded on the greater supposed- sacredness of one debt, or that it arose out of a violation of duty, or that its loss involves greater apparent hardship in one case than another, unless it appears. In addition, that there
is some specific recognized equity founded on
some agreement, or the relation of the debt
to the assigned property, which entitles the

iJ

claimant, according to equitable principles, to
preferential payment If it appears that trust
property specifically belonging to the trust is
Included in the assets, the court doubtless
may order it to be restored to the trust
So,
also, if it appears that trust property has been
wrongfully converted by the trustee, and constitutes, although in a changed form, a part
of the assets, it would seem to be equitable,
and in accordance with equitable principles,
that the things into which the trust property
has been changed,

should,

if

required,

be set

apart for the trust, or, if separation Is impossible, that priority of lien should be adjudged
In favor of the trust-estate for the value of
the trust property or funds, or proceeds of the
trust property, entering into and constituting
a part of the assets. This rule simply asserts
the right of the true owner to his own property.
But it is the general rule, as well in a court

of equity as in a court of law, that, in order
to follow trust funds, and subject them to the
operation of the trust, they must be identiA court of equity, in pursuing the infied.
quiry and' in administering relief, is less hampered by technical difficulties than a court
of law; and it may be sufficient, to entitle a
party to equitable preference In the distribution of a fund In Insolvency, that it appears
that the fund or property of the insolvent remaining for distribution includes the proceeds
of the trust-estate, although it may be impossible to point out the precise thing in which
the trust fund has been Invested, or the precise time when the conversion
took place.
The authorities require at least this degree of
distinctness in the proof before preference can
be awarded.
See Van Alen v. American Nat
Bank, 52 N. Y. 1; Newton v. Porter, 69 N. Y.
133; Ferris v. Van Vechten, 73 N. Y. 113;
Pen nell v. Deffell, supra; Frith v. Cartland,
"THfem. & M. 417.
The facts In this case fall short of the proof
■required within any case which has come to
"W», notice.
The trust fund, with the single
exception mentioned, was misappropriated by
White to the payment of his private debts
prior to the assignment
It cannot be traced
into the property in the hands of the assignee, for the plain reason that it is shown
to have gone to the creditors of White in satisfaction of their debts.
The courts below
seem to have proceeded upon a supposed equity springing from the circumstance that, by
the application of the fund to the payment of
White's creditors, the assigned estate was relieved pro tanto from debts which otherwise
would have been charged upon it, and that
thereby the remaining creditors. If entitled
to distribution without regard to the petitioner's claim, will be benefited. We think this is
quite too vague an equity for judicial cognizance, and we find, no case justifying relief
upon such a circumstance.
In a very general
sense, all creditors of an insolvent may be
supposed to have contributed to the assets
which constitute the residuum of his estate.
The case of People v. City Bank of Rochester, 96 N. Y. 32, seems to have been misunderstood.
The question considered in this
case was not raised there, and it was not
claimed in that case that the proceeds of the
checks of Sartwell, Hough & Co., the petitioners, had not gone into the general fund of the
bank, or that they had not passed in some
form to the receiver.
The court did not decide that the petitioners would have been entitled to a preference In case the proceeds of
the checks had been used by the bank, and
in its assets in the
were not represented
hands of the receiver.
For the reasons stated, we are of opinion
that the orders of the special and general
terms should be modified by reducing the sum
directed to be paid by the assignee to the
sum of $30, with interest from April 19, 1883,
but without costs to either party.

All

concur.

Ordered accordingly.
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Action to recover proceeds of stolen bonda
There was a judgment for plaintiff, from
which defendants appealed.
M. Goodrich, for appellants.

M. M. Wa-

ters, for respondent.

ANDREWS, J. This Is an equitable action
brought to establish the right of the plaintiff
to certain securities, the proceeds of stolen
bonds, and to compel the defendants to account therefor.
In March, 1869, the plaintiff was the owner
of $13,000 of government bonds, and of a railroad bond for $1,000, negotiable by delivery,
which, on the 12th of March, 1869, were stolen from her, and soon afterward $11,500 of
the bonds were sold by the thief and his confederates, and the proceeds divided between
William Warner loaned a part of his
them.
share in separate loans and took the promisGeorge
sory notes of the borrower therefor.
Warner invested $2,000 of his share in the
purchase of a bond and mortgage, which was
assigned to his wife Cordelia without consideration.
In January,

1870,

William Warner, George

Warner, Cordelia Warner and one Lusk were
arrested upon the charge of stealing the
bonds, or as accessories to the larceny, and
were severally indicted in the county of Cortland. The Warners employed the defendants,
who are attorneys, to defend them in the
criminal proceedings, and in any civil suits
which might be Instituted against them in respect to the bonds, and to secure them for
their services and expenses, and for any liabilities they might Incur in their behalf; William Warner transferred to the defendants
Miner and Warren promissory notes taken on
loans made by him out of the proceeds of the
stolen bonds, amounting to $2,250 or thereabouts, and Cordelia Warner, for the same
purpose, assigned to the defendant Porter the
bond and mortgage above mentioned.
The learned judge at special term found
that the defendants had notice at the time
they received the transfer of the securities,
that they were the avails and proceeds of the
stolen bonds, and directed judgment against
them for the value of the securities, it appearing on the trial that they had collected or disposed of them and received the proceeds.
The doctrine upon which the judgment In
this case proceeded, viz.: that the owner of
negotiable
securities stolen and afterward
sold by the thief may pursue the proceeds of
the sale in the hands of the felonious taker
or his assignee with notice, through whatever
changes the proceeds may have gone, so long
as the proceeds or the substitute therefor can
be distinguished or identified, and have the
proceeds or the property in which they were
invested subjected, by the aid of a court of
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equity, to a lien and trust in his favor for
the purposes of recompense and restitution, is
founded upon the plainest principles of justice and morality, and is consistent with the
rule In analogous cases acted upon In courts
of law and equity. It Is a general principlf
of the law of personal property that the title
of the owner cannot be divested without his
consent.
The purchaser from a thief, however honest and bona fide the purchase may
have been, cannot hold the stolen chattel
against the true proprietor, but the latter may
follow and reclaim It wherever or In whosesoThe right of
ever hands It may be found.
pursuit and reclamation only ceases when its
Identity is lost and further pursuit is hopeless; but the law still protects the interest of
the true owner by giving him an action as for
the conversion of the chattel against any one
who has interfered with his dominion over
It, although such interference may have been
Innocent in Intention and under a claim of
right, and in reliance upon the title of the felonious taker. The extent to which the common law goes to protect the title of the true
owner has a striking illustration In those
cases in which it is held that where a wlUfu!
trespasser converts a chattel into a different
species, as for example, timber Into shingles,
wood Into coal, or corn into whisky, the product In Its improved and changed condition belongs to the owner of the original material.
Silsbury v. McCoon, 3 N. Y. 380, and cases
cited.
The rule that a thief cannot convey a
good title to stolen property has an exception
In case of money or negotiable
securities
transferable by delivery, which have been put
Into circulation and have come to the hands
of bona fide holders. The right of the owner
to pursue and reclaim the money and securities there ends, and the holder is protected in
his title. The plaintiff was in this position.
The bonds, with the exception stated, had, as
the evidence tends to show, been sold to bona
fide purchasers, and she was precluded from
following and reclaiming them.
The right of the plaintiff in equity to have
the notes and mortgage while they remained
In the possession of the felons or of their assignees with notice, subjected to a lien and
trust in her favor, and to compel their transfer to her as the equitable owner, does not,
we think, admit of serious doubt The plaintiff, by the sale of the bonds to bona fide
purchasers, lost her title to the securities.
She
She could not further follow them.
could maintain an action as for a conversion
of the property against the felons.
But this
remedy in this case would be fruitless, as
they are wholly insolvent. Unless she can
elect to regard the securities in which the
bonds were invested as a substitute, pro
tanto, for the bonds, she has no effectual
remedy.
The thieves certainly have no
claim to the securities In which the proceeds
of the bonds were invested as against the
They, without her consent, have
plaintiff.
disposed of her property, and put It beyond
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If the avails remained In their
her reach.
hands, In money, the direct proceeds of the
sale, can It be doubted that she could reach
It? It Is not necessary to decide that In the
case supposed she would have the legal title
to the money, but if that question was involved In the case I should have great hesitation in denying the proposition. That she
could assert an equitable claim to the money
I have no doubt. And this equitable right
to follow the proceeds would continue and
attach to any securities or property in which
the proceeds were invested, so long as they
could be traced and Identified, and the rights
of bona fide purchasers had not intervened.
In Taylor v. Plumer, 3 Maule & S. 562, an
agent, intrusted with a draft for money to
buy exchequer bills for his principal, received the money and misapplied it by purchasing American stocks and bullion, intending to abscond and go to America, and absconded, but was arrested before he quitted
England, and surrendered the securities and
bullion to his principal, who sold them and
It was held that the
received the proceeds.
principal was entitled to withhold the proceeds from the assignee in bankruptcy of the
agent, who became bankrupt on the day he
Lord
and misapplied the money.
received
Ellenborough, in pronouncing the opinion in
that case, said: "I makes no difference, in
reason or law, into .what other form different from the original the change may have
been made, whether it be into that of promissory notes for the security of money produced on the sale of the goods of the principal, as in Scott v. Surman, Willes, 400, or into
other merchandise, as in Whitecomb v. Jacob, Salk. 160, for the product or substitute
for the original thing still follows the nature of the thing itself so long as it can be
to be such, and the right only
ascertained
the means of ascertainment
ceases when
fails."
If, in the case now under consideration,
the plaintiff had intrusted the Warners with
of the bonds, and they had
the possession
sold them in violation of their duty, for the
puipose of embezzling the proceeds, and Invested them in the notes and mortgage In
question, the plaintiff could, within the authority of Taylor v. Plumer, have claimed
them while in their hands, or in the hands
of their assignees with notice, and would be
adjudged to have the legal title.
In courts of equity the doctrine is well
settled and is uniformly applied that when
a person, standing in a fiduciary relation,
misapplies or converts a trust fund into another species of property, the beneficiary will
be entitled to the property thus acquired.
The jurisdiction exercised for the protection
of a party defrauded by the misappropriation of property, in violation of a duty, owing by the party making the misappropriation, is exceedingly
broad and comprehensive.
The doctrine is illustrated and applied
most frequently in cases of trusts, where

trust moneys have been, by the fraud or
violation of duty of the trustee, diverted
from the purposes of the trust and converted
into other property. In such case a court
of equity will follow the trust fund into the
property into which it has been converted,
and appropriate it for the indemnity of the
beneficiary. It is immaterial in what way

the change has been made, whether money
has been laid out In land, or land has been
turned Into money, or how the legal title to
the converted property may be placed. Equity only stops the pursuit when the means

of ascertainment fail, or the rights of hoiu»
fide purchasers for value without notice of
the trust, have Intervened.
The relief will
be moulded and adapted to the drcumstances of the case, so as to protect the interests and rights of the true owner.
Lane v.
Dighton, Amb. 409; Mansell v. Mansell, 2
P. Wms. 679; Lench v. Lench, 10 Ves. 511;
Lewis V. Madocks, 17 Ves. 56; Perry, Trusts,
§ 829; Story, Eq. Jur. § 1258.
It is insisted by the counsel for the defendants that the doctrine which subjects property acquired by the fraudulent misusfi of
trust moneys by a trustee to the influence of
the trust, and converts it Into trust property
and the wrong-doer into a trustee at the election of the beneficiary, has no application to
a case where money or property acquired by
felony has been converted into other property. There is, it is said, in such cases, no
trust relation between the owner of- the stolen property and the thief, and the law will
not imply one for the purpose of subjectiD?
the avails of tlie stolen property to the claim
of the owner. It would seem to be an anomaly in the law If the owner who has been deprived of his property by a larceny should
be less favorably situated In a court of equity, in respect to his remedy to recover it,
or the property into which it had been converted, than one who by an abuse of trust
has been injured by the wrongful act of a
trustee to whom the possession of trust property has been confided. The law In such a
case wiU raise a trust in invitum out of the
transaction, for the very purpose of subjecting the substituted property to the purposes
of indemnity and recompense. "One of the
most common cases," remarks Judge Story,
"In which a court of equity acts upon the
grour.J of Implied trusts in invitum, is when
a party receives money which he cannot conscientiously withhold from another party."
Story, Bq. Jur. § 1255. And he states it to
the
be a general principle that "whenever
property of a party has been wrongfully
misapplied, or a trust fund has been wrongfully converted Into another species of property, if Its identity can be traced, it will he
held In its new form liable to the rights of
the original owner, or the cestui que trust."
Id. § 1258. See, also. Hill, Trustees, p. 222.
We are of opinion that the absence of the
conventional relation of trustee and cestui
que trust between the plaintiff and the War-
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ners Is no obstacle to giving the plaintiff the
or the
benefit of the notes and mortgage,
See
proceeds In part of the stolen bonds.
Bank of America v. Pollock, 4 Bdw. Oh. 215.
It is however strenuously Insisted that the
defendants had no notice when they received
that they were the avails or
the securities
That if they had noproceeds of the bonds.
tice they would stand in the position of their
and that the property In their
assignors,
hands would be affected by the same equities as tf no transfer had been made, Is not
Murray v. Ballon, 1 Johns. Ch. 566;
denied.
Hill, Trustees, p. 259. The learned judge at
spedal term found as has been stated, that
had notice of the larceny of
the defendants
the bonds, and the use made of the money
arising from their sale, at the time they reThe duty of
ceived the notes and mortgage.
this court upon the question of notice is
limited to the examination of the case, with

a view of ascertaining whether there was
evidence to support the finding of fact
such evidence exists, the finding of the trial
judge is conclusive.
We have examined with much care the
voluminous record before us, and are of opinion that the finding is sustained by the evidence. The testimony was confilctlng. The
under which the defendants
circumstances
took the transfer of the securities were certainly unusual, and the facts then known by
were calculated to create a
the defendants
strong presumption that the notes and mortgage came from investments of the stolen
property.
It was for the trial court to weigh
and In the light of all the
the testimony,

If

on the trial, to determine
facts developed
It would be a usetile question of notice.
less labor to coUate the testimony on this
subject, and we content ourselves with stating our conclusion, that the finding was warranted by the evidence.
The objection to the evidence, under a com-

mission issued to William Jessup of Montrose, Pennsylvania, and which was executed by William H. Jessup as commissioner
In supwas, we think, properly overruled.
port of the objection, one of the defendants
testified that he resided at Montrose In 1858,

and that at that time two attorneys resided
there, named respectively William and William H. Jessup, and an offer was made to
prove that the judge who granted the order
for the commission consulted a register of at-
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torneys in which both names appeared, and
selected the name of William Jessup, and inserted It in the order.
The commission was
executed two years and a half before the
trial. It does not appear at what time it
was returned to the clerk, but the presumption is that it was returned within a reasonable time after its execution.
The objection
that the commission was not executed by
the person intended was not made until the
evidence taken under it was offered on the
trial.
That the defendants were apprised of
the facts upon which
the objection was
founded before the trial Is quite evident
Prima facie a commission directed to a
omitting any mention of a middle
person,
name, and returned executed by a person of
the same name, with the addition of a middle name, Is executed by the person named
in the order. Franklin v. Talmadge, 5 Johns.
84.
The ruling of the judge, in respect to
was
the objection made to the commission,
clearly in furtherance of justice. The defendant had ample opportunity to raise the
objection to the commission before the trial
by a motion to suppress, and it should not
be permitted that a party may lie by, and
spring an objection of this kind on the trial
for the first time, when the other party may
be unable to meet It by proof, and when
there Is no opportunity to issue a new com
mission, or send it back to be executed by
It Is we think a wholethe proper person.
some rule that objections to the execution
of a commission where the party has an opportunity to make them before the trial,
should be raised by motion, and If not raised
in that way when such opportunity exists,
they should be deemed to have been waived.
Whether such objection is to formal defects
merely, or as in this case goes to the right
of the person who executed the commission
makes, we think,
to act as commissioner,
no difference In the application of the rule,
if the fact of disqualification is known to
the party who seeks to exclude the evidence
a sufiicient time before the trial, to enable
him to make his motion. See Kimball v.
Davis, 19 Wend. 438; Sturm v. Atlantic Mut.
Ins. Co., 63 N. Y. 77; Drury v. Foster, 2
Wall. 33; Sheldon v. Wood, 2 Bosw. 267;
Zellweger v. Gaffe, 5 Duer, 100.
The judgment should be affirmed.
All concur.
Judgment affirmed.
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MITCHELL
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N. Y.

READ.

123.)

Court of Appeals of New York. May 21, 1874.
Appeal from judgment of the general term
of the supreme court In the First judicial department, affirming a judgment in favor of
defendant, entered upon decision of the court
at special term. Reported below, 61 Barb.
310.

This action was brought to have certain
leases, obtained by the defendant during the
of a copartnership between him
existence
and plaintiff, for terms to commence at its
termination, of premises leased and occupied
by the firm, declared to have been taken for

tbe partnership, and to have It adjudged that
the defendant held them as trustee for the
partnership. The facts found were substantially as follows:
The plaintiffs were copartners, conducting
and carrying on the HofCman House, in the
city of New York.
The copartnership, by its
terms, expired May 1, 1871; it owned various leases of premises which were used for
the partnership business. All of the leases
expired at the same time with the copartnership. The firm had spent large sums of
money in making valuable improvements and
in fitting up the leasehold premises bo that
they could be beneficially used in connecfion,
and also in fixtures and furnishing, and by
their joint efforts had built up a profitable
business, and largely enhanced the rental valIn 1869 the defendant,
us of the premises.
without any notice of his intent to apply
therefor, and without the knowledge of plaintiff, procured renewal leases, in his own name,
of the premises, for terms commencing at the
termination of the partnership leases and of
the partnership, which, upon discovery thereof having been made by plaintiff, defendant
claimed were his property exclusively, and
refused to recognize or acknowledge that the
partnership or plaintiff had any right or interest therein.
Other facts appear in the
opinion.
The court found as conclusions of law that
the defendant Read was the sole owner of
the leases executed to him as aforesaid, and
that the plaintiff had no right, title, nor interest in or to them, or either of them, and
that the defendants have Judgment accordduly excepted.
ingly, to which plaintiff
Judgment was rendered accordingly.
The plaintiff commenced this action soon
after he ascertained that the defendant had
taken the new leases, to wit, in March, 1870,
and the cause was brought to trial in February, 1871.
A. J. Vanderpoel and J. B. Burrill, for appellant. John K. Porter and Willard O. Bartlett, for respondents.
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O. The relation of partners with
other is one of trust and confidence.
Each is the general agent of the firm, and is

each

bound to act in entire good faith to the othThe functions, rights and duties of partners in a great measure comprehend those
both of trustees and agents, and the general
rules of law applicable to such characters
are applicable to them.
Neither partner can,
in the business and affairs of the firm, clandestinely stipulate for a private advantage
to himself; he can neither sell to nor buy
from the firm at a concealed profit to himself. Every advantage which he can obtain
in the business of the firm must Inure to the
benefit of the firm.
These principles are elementary, and are not contested.
Story,
Partn. §§ 174, 175; Colly. Partn. 181, 182.
It has been frequently held that when one
partner obtains the renewal of a partnership lease secretly, in his own name, he will
be held a trustee for the firm as to the renewed lease. It is conceded that this is the
rule where the partnership is for a limited
term, and either partner takes a lease commencing within the term; but the contention is that the rule does not apply where
the lease thus taken is for a term to commence after the expiration of the partnership by its own limitation, and whether this
contention is well founded is one of the
grave questions to be determined upon this
er.

appeal.

It is not necessary, in maintaining the right
of the plaintiff in this case to hold that In
all cases a lease thus taken shall inure to the
benefit of the firm, but whether, upon the
facts of this case, these leases ought to inure to the benefit of this firm
will briefly
allude to some of the prominent features of
this case. These parties had been partners
for some years; they were equal in dignity,
although their interests differed. The plaintiff
was not a mere subordinate m the firm, but
so far as appears, just as important and efficient in Its affairs as the defendant They
procured the exclusive control of the leases of
the property, to terminate May 1, 1871, and
their partnership was to terminate on the
They expended many thousand
same day.
dollars In fitting up the premises, a portion
thereof after the new leases were obtained,
and they expended a very large sum In furnishing them.
By their joint skill and influence they built up a very large and profitable business, which largely enhanced the
rental value of the premises.
More than
two years before the expiration of their
leases and of their partnership, the defendant secretly procured, at an increased rent,
In his own name, the new leases, which are
Although the plaintiff was
of great value.
in dally intercourse with the defendant, he
knew nothing of these leases for about a
year after they had been obtained.
There
is no proof that the lessors would not have
leased to the firm as readily as to the defendant alone.
The permanent fixtures, by
the terms of the leases at their expiration,
belonged
to the lessors.
But the movable

I
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fixtures and furniture -were worth vastly
more to be kept and used in the hotel than
Upon thesa facts
to be removed elsewhere.
1 can entertain no doubt, both upon principle and authority, that these - leases should
be held to inure to the benefit of the firm.
If the defendant can hold these leases, he
could have held them if he had secretly obtained them immediately after the partnership commenced, and had concealed the fact
from the plalntiS during the whole term.
There would thus have been, during the
whole term, in making permanent improvements and in furnishing the hotel, a conflict
between his duty to the firm and to his selfinterest Large Investments and extensive
furnishing would add to the value of his lease,
and defendant
would be under constant
temptation to make them.
While he might
not yield to the temptation, and while proof
might show that he had not yielded, the law
will not allow a trustee thus situated to be
and therefore disables him
thus tempted,
from making a contract for his own benefit.
Terwilllger v. Brown, 44 N. Y. 237, and cases
cited. It matters not that the court at special term found upon the evidence that the
improvements were judicious and prudent for
The plaintifC
the purposes of the old term.
was entitled to the unbiased judgment of the
as to such improvements, unindefendant
fluenced by his private and separate interest.
But, further,
the parties owned together a
large amount of hotel property in the form of
furniture and supplies, considerably exceeding, as I infer, $100,000 in value. Assuming
that the partnership was not to be continued
after the 1st day of May, 1871, this property
was to be sold, or in some way disposed of
for the benefit of the firm, and each partner
owed a duty to the firm to dispose of it to the
Neither could, without the
best advantage.
violation of his duty to the firm, place the
property in such a situation that it would be
it for
sacrificed, or that he could purchase
his separate benefit, at a great profit. Much
of this property, such as mirrors, carpets, etc.,
was fitted for use in this hotel, and it is quite
manifest that all of it would sell better with
a lease of the hotel, than it would to be removed therefrom. It is clear that one or both
of these parties could obtain advantageous
leases of the hotel for a term of years, and
to dishence, if the parties had determined
solve their partnership, it would have been a
to have obmeasure of ordinary prudence
tained the leases and transferred the property with the leases as the only mode of realThis was defeated by the act
izing its value.
of the defendant, if he is allowed to hold these
leases, and thus place himself in a position
where the proprty must be largely sacrificed
or purchased by himself at a great advantage.
The language
This the law will not tolerate.
of Lord Eldon. in Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick, 17 Ves. 311, a case in many respects
He says:
resembling this, is quite in point.
"If they [the defendants] can hold this lease
H.& B.EQ.(2r Ed.)— 31
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and the partnership stock is not brought to
sale, they are by no means on equal terms.
The stock cannot be of equal value to the
plaintiff, who was to carry it away and seek
some place in which to put it, as to the defendants who were to continue it in the
place where the trade was already establlsh'ed, and if the stock was sold the same construction would give them an advantage over
the bidders.
In effect they would have secured the good-will of the trade to themselves
For these reain exclusion of their partner."
sons, independently of the consideration that
had a value to which
the leases themselves
the firm was entitled upon other grounds and
upon authorities to be hereafter cited, the
plaintiff, who commenced his suit about one
year before the term of the partnership expired, was upon undisputed principles and authorities applicable to all trustees and persons holding a fiduciary relation to' others,
entitled to the relief he prayed for.
It has long been settled by adjudications,
that generally when one partner obtains the
renewal of a partnership lease secretly, in
his own name, he will be held a trustee for
the firm, in the renewed lease, and when the
rule is otherwise applicable, it matters not
that the new lease is upon different terms
from the old one, or for a larger rent, or that
the lessor would not have leased to the firm.
The law recognizes the renewal of a lease as
a reasonable expectancy of the tenants in possession, and in many cases protects this exwill briefly
-pectancy as a thing of value.
notice a few of the cases upon this subject.
In Holridge v. Gillespie, 2 Johns. Ch. 30,
Chancellor Kent says: "It is a general principle pervading the cases, that if a mortgagee,
executor, trustee, tenant for life, etc., who
has a limited interest, gets an advantage by
being in possession, 'or behind the back' of
the party interested in the subject, or by
or fraud, he shall not resome contrivance
tain the same for his own benefit, but hold
it in trust." That was a case where a lease
was assigned as security, and the assignees
It to the lessor and took a now
surrendered
In
lease for an extended term of years.

I

Phyfe V. Warden, 5 Paige, 268, Chancellor
Walworth lays down the general rule: "That
if a person who has a particular or special Interest In a lease obtains a renewal thereof
from the circumstance of his being In possession as tenant, or from having such particular interest, the renewed lease is In equity
considered as a mere continuance of the original lease, subject to the additional charges
upon the renewal, for the purpose of protecting the equitable rights of all parties who had
any Interest, either legal or equitable, in the
That case was followed in Gibbes
old lease."
v. Jenkins, 3 Sandf. Ch. 131, where It was
held that one purchasing a leasehold which
was subject to a mortgage and contained no
covenant of renewal, could not escape the lien
of the mortgage by suffering the lease to expire and afterward obtaining a new lease of
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the premises; that the new lease In such case,
though not a renewal, was a continuance of
the original lease for the purpose of protecting
the rights of the parties interested in the origIn these
inal lease, both legal and equitable.
two cases church leases were Involved, and
some stress was laid upon that fact, as the
continuance of such leases was expected as a
matter of course, without any covenant of
renewal.
But the fact that they were church
leases could malse no real difference in the
principle upon which the decisions were based.
The fact that a renewal or continuance of a
lease is more or less certain can make no difference with the principle; tliat springs from
the fact that the party obtained a new lease
from the position he occupied, being in possession and having the good-will which accompanies that, or being connected with the
old lease in some way, and thus enabled to
take an inequitable advantage of other parties also interested, to whom he owed some
duty.
In Struthers v. Pearce, 51 N. Y. 357, it was
held that when during the existence of a
continuing copartnership of undetermined duration, three or lour copartners, without the
knowledge of the other, obtained a new lease
in their own names, of premises leased and
used by the firm, the same became partnership property, and upon dissolution the other
partner was entitled to his proportion of the
value.
In that case the defendants Intended
to dissolve the copartnership as early as August, and gave written notice on the 18th day
of September, 1865, for the dissolution on the
31st day of December following.
On the 11th
day of September, the defendants secretly obtained a new lease, in their own names, of
the same premises, for a term of five years,
think that case
to commence May 1, 1866.
It is true that a
is fairly decisive of this.
period for a dissolution of the partnership had
not been fixed when the new lease was taken,
but negotiations were pending for its dissolution, and a few days after the new lease was
taken, a time for its dissolution was fixed by
But it can make no differa written notice.
ence that the partnership might have been
continued by the parties until after the new
So It might here, if the
term commenced.
parties had so willed. There they had the
right to dissolve it at any time. The principle
which lies at the foundation of the decision
of that and all similar cases must be the one
above stated, that the defendants in possession took advantage of their position to procure the new lease, and thus deprived the
plaintiff of a benefit to which he, with them,
was equally entitled.
In a note to Moody v.
Matthews, 17 Ves. (Sumn. Ed.) 185, the learned editor says, as a deduction from adjudged
eases, that "with a possible exception in fa,vor
of a bona fide purchaser, it seems to be an

I

universal rule that no one who is in possession of a lease or a particular interest In a
lease, which lease is affected with any sort of
equity in behalf of third persons, can renew

the same for his own use only; but such renewal must be construed as a graft upon the
old stock." In Clements v. Hall, 2 De Gex
& J. 173, where one partner in a mining partnership died in 1847, and the surviving partner thereafter worked the mine without a
new lease thereof, claiming to do so for his
own benefit, until 1850, when the lessor gave
him notice to quit in March, 1851, when he
entered into new negotiations with the lessor
for a new lease, and obtained one of the
greater part of the mine, on terms much more
burdensome than those of the old tenancy, it
was held that those who claimed under the
will of the deceased partner were entitled to
a share of the benefit of the new lease.
In
Clegg V. Fishwiek, 1 Macn. & G. 294, one of
partners working a mine under a
several
lease died, and the firm business was thereafter carried on for several years between the
surviving partners and the plaintiff, widow of
Finally the old lease
the deceased partner.
expired, and some of the partners took a new
lease of the mine without the privity of the
plaintiff.
It was held that the estate of the
deceased partner was Interested in the new
The lord chancellor says:
lease.
"The old
lease was the foundation of tie new lease,
and the tenant's right of renewal arising out
of the old lease giving the partners the benefit
of this new lease; at least, the law assumes
it to be so. Without saying at all what circumstances
there may be to Interfere with
that ordinary right, we know that the rule of
equity is that parties interested jointly with
others in a lease cannot take to themselves
the benefit of a renewal to the exclusion of
the other parties Interested with them." In
Clegg V. Edmondson, 8 De Gex, M. & G. 787,
the managing partners of a mining partnership at will gave notice of dissolution to tjie
rest, and intimated their intention, after the
dissolution, to apply for a new lease for their
own exclusive benefit, and did so and obtatoed a lease, and It was held to inure to the
benefit of the partnership. See, also, the leading cases of Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick, 17

Ves. 298, and Keech v. Sandford, 2 Eq. Gas.
Abr. 741, and notes to the latter case in 1
Lead. Cas. Eq. 32, where the whole doctrine
is discussed, and conclusion reached in harmony with the views above expressed. I
therefore conclude that It makes no difference
that these leases were obtained for a term to
by its own
commence after the partnership,
limitation, was to terminate. I can find no
authority holding that it does, and there is no
principle sustaining the distinction claimed.
The defendant was in possession as a member
of the firm, and the firm held the good-will
for a renewal, which ordinarily attaches to
By his occupancy, and the
the possession.
payment of the rent, he was brought Into Intimate relations with the lessors;
he became
well acquainted with the value of the premises, and he took advantage of his position,
during the partnership, secretly to obtain the
new leases.
He must hold them for the firm.
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I am therefore of opinion that the judgment should be reversed, and new trial granted, costs to abide the event.
DWIGHT,

The question at issue in this
C.
is, whether a member of a commercial
partnership, during its continuance, and without the consent or knowledge of his associate,
can take a renewal of a lease of property
used in the business. In his own name and
for his own benefit, the partnership having a
definite termination, and the renewal lease
commencing at its expiration.
The general power of a partner to take a
lease of such property for his own benefit
must be considered as settled in this court
by the decision in Struthers v. Pearce, 51 N.
T. 357. In that case the lease was taken
during the existence of the partnership, which
No notice had been
was of indefinite diuation.
given of Its termination when this lease was
the case of a
The facts presented
taken.
lease taken during the existence of the partnership, and to begin in enjoyment during
The court expressely distinguished
that time.
it from the present case, which had then
Page 362.
been decided in the supreme court.
The only point now open for discussion is,
whether the fact that when Read took the
renewal of the lease the partnership had a
precise limit, and was to terminate before
Before
is material.
the lease commenced,
considering that point, it may fairly be claimed that this case comes within the precise
decision in Struthers v. Pearce, on a ground
in the argument. Read,
not mentioned
though his lease was not to commence in possession until after the expiration of the original lease, acquired an immediate interest by
This precise
way of an interesse termini.
point was decided in Smith v. Day, 2 Mees.
& W. 684, 699 ; 2 Piatt, Leas. 60. This, it is true,
is not an estate, but a right.
Still it is the
subject
of grant before entry. 1 Steph.
Comm. 268; Burt. Real Prop. 18, pi. 61; 2
Crabb, Real Prop. 227.
the partnership
had acquired 'this interesse termini, it might,
as the facts of the case show, have been disthe
posed of for a large sum of money.
doctrine of Struthers v. Pearce establishes
that the partner cannot acquire a lease in his
own behalf, to commence while the partnership lasts, by parity of reasoning he cannot
obtain an interesse termini under the same
circumstances.
If however this view is not correct, the
Can a
main question must be disposed of.
partner take a lease for himself, to commence
In possession after the partnership has expired?
In order to settle this point It Is
essential to give the subject a more full examination than was requisite In Struthers v.
Pearce, and to consider more at large the principles on which this branch of the law rests.
It grows out of the relation of trust and confidence between partners, and is a branch of
the rule that a trustee cannot profit from the
It largely baa Its
estate for which he acts.
case
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roots In a principle of public policy, as shown
Keech v. SandIn one of the early decisions.
ford, Sel. Cas. Ch. 61; Griffln v. Griffin, 1
The
Schoales & L. 352, per Lord Redesdale.
general rule Is so well settled that It would
be a waste of time to refer to authorities.
The text-writers on the law of partnership,
without exception, assert the applicability of
this rule of law to partnership transactions.
Lindl. Partn. 495; Story, Partn. §§ 174, 175;
Parsons, Partn. §§ 224-226; Colly, Partn. §§
281, 282.
The special rule that a trustee cannot take,
for his own benefit, a renewal of a lease
which he holds In trust, is enforced in a great
number of cases.
The principle on which it
rests is nowhere more fully or clearly stated

than in the argument of Sir Francis Hargrave in Lee v. Vernon, 5 Brown, Pari. Cas.
Although the passage Is
(10th Bng. Ed.) 1803.
somewhat long, it is quoted aS shedding much
light on a subject, the principle of which has
in course of time, become somewhat obscure.
He said: "It has long been an established
practice to consider those who are in possession of lands under leases for lives or years
as having an interest beyond the subsisting
term, and this interest is usually termed the
tenant right of renewal, which though according to language and ideas strictly legal, is
not any certain or even contingent estate;
but only a chance, there being no means of
compelling a renewal, yet is so adverted to in
all transactions relative to leasehold property, that it influences the price in sales, and
Is often an inducement to accept of it in
mortgages and settlements.
This observation
is more especially applicable to leases from
the crown, the church, colleges or other corporations, and indeed from private persons,
where the tenure is of ancient date. * * •
This 'tenant right' of renewal as it is termed,
however imperfect or contingent in its nature, being still a thing of value, ought to
by the courts of justice, and
be protected
when those who are entitled to its incidental
advantages, whether by purchase or other derivation, are di^ppointed of them by fraud,
Imposition, misrepresentation, or unfair practice of any kind, it is fit and reasonable that
Accordingly
this injury should have redress.
courts of equity have so far recognized the
tenant right of renewal as frequently to Interpose in its favor by decreeing that new or
reversionary leases gained by means or supposition of the tenant right of renewal should
be for the benefit of the same persons as
were interested in the ancient lease, and those
who procured such new leases and were legally possessed of them, should be trustees
There is a great variety of
for that purpose.
authorities on this head, but the cases which
have hitherto occurred have been principally
of two kinds, some being cases of persons
not haying any beneficial Interest In the old
lease, as guardians and executors, and others
being cases of persons having only partial
and limited interests, as tenants for life, mort-
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gagees and mortgagors, and In cases of both
descriptions those who have procured a new
lease in such situations have been uniformly
declared trustees for the persons beneficially
interested in the ancient lease, either wholly
or in part, according to the particular circumstances, the court ever presuming that the
new lease was obtained by means of a connection with and a reference to the interest
in the ancient one, without in the least regarding whether the persons renewing intended to act as trustees, or for their own emolu-

ment."
From this exposition so luminous and Judicial In its tone, which is fully sustained by
the authorities, it is clear that the rule under consideration is not confined to crown,
church or college leases, but embraces those
of every kind. The same principle appertains to all. The cestui que trust has a right
Though this is
to the chance of renewal.
termed a "tenant right" as between the lessee and the landlord, that Is a mere phrase.
It is a hope, an expectation, rather than a
right. Such as it is the trustee shall not
take it to himself, but if it results in any
substantial benefit he shall hold it for his
beneficiary. Phyfe v. Wardell, 5 Paige, 268;
Bennett v. Van Syckel, 4 Duer, 162; Glbbes
V. Jenkins,
3 Sandf. Ch. 130; Davoue v.
Fanning, 2 Johns. Ch. 252; Armour v. Alexander, 10 Paige, 572; Dickinson v. Codwise,
1 Sandf. Ch. 226.
Some of these were Instances of church or other corporation leases,
and others were not
In no case has it been
held that the rule is confined to these, as it
certainly cannot be on principle.
The whole doctrine is extended to the case
of partnera in Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick,
17 Ves. 298; Clegg v. Edmondson, 8 De
Gex, M. & G. 787; Clements v. Hall, 2 De
Gex & J. 173; Clegg v. Fishwick, 1 Macn.
& G. 294; Struthers v. Pearce, supra.
The principle cannot depend on the fact
whether the lease is made to begin during
the continuance of the partnership or at its
close.
Once admit the general principle,
and it must result in this.
While the relation lasts, one partner cannot clandestinely
a,nd exclusively profit by the trust relation.
There may perhaps be cases where the act
is openly done by the trustee and acquiesced
In by the beneficiary that would admit of
different considerations. It is not now necessary to decide that in no case can a partner take a lease for his own benefit.
What
Is now to be decided is, whether he can do
so behind the back of his associate and without his consent.
The bad consequences of
making any such distinction as the defendant seeks to maintain in the present case is
easily shown by a reference to the relation
of a guardian and his ward. A guardian,
we may suppose, holds a lease In his oflacial
character which is to expire at his ward's
majority.
WhUe the relation of guardian
and ward exists, he takes a lease to himself
to commence at the termination of the ex-

isting lease.
Could that be sustained?
Has
he not profited by the trust relation?
When
he takes a lease to himself, can a tenable
distinction be taken between one commencing immediately and one begmning at a
future day, even though that day be postponed until the trust relation expires? The
sound rule Is that he cannot make any profit
to himself from a secret transaction initiated while the relation of trustee and cestui
que trust exists, no matter when It springs
into active operation.
It must never be forgotten that on general principles of the law
of contracts his right to the lease, as between
him and his landlord, commences as scoi
as he has made his agreement for it Thl&
is an immediate subject of sale, and if the
trustee can hold It he will be allowed to
profit by the trust relation which, as has
been shown, he cannot da The cestui que
trust may accordingly say: "All the value
of this lease you hold in trust for me. Grant
that It is not yet an estate but only a rightmake it over to me in the condition in which
you hold it." While no case has been found
presenting the precise facts in the case at
bar, the principles which should govern It
may be derived from the result In Featherstonhaugh V. Fenwick, supra, Clegg t. Edmondson, and Clegg v. Fishwick, supra.
In the first of these cases the partnership
was for an indefinite period, and might be
dissolved at the pleasure of either parly, on
It was dissolved November 22, 1804,
notice.
the day on which the lease expired.
Two of
the partners, without communication with
the plaintiff, had applied for a renewal of the
lease, and obtained it before giving notice of
the dissolution of the partnership. The new
lease was to run for eight years from the
expiration of the old one. On October 19
they gave notice to dissolve the partnership.
The court held that the new lease belonged
to the partnership and was assets of the
firm. Much stress was laid on the fact that
the transaction was a clandestine one, and
the court thought if notice ha& been given
the case might have admitted of different
consideration. The case is not in aU respects
parallel In . its facts with the case at bar,
for at the time the lease was taken the period for the termination of the partnership
had not been fixed, and only became subsequently ascertained by notice.
In the case of Clegg v. Edmondson, which
was also an instance of a partnership to be
dissolved at the pleasure of the parties, the,
effect of a notice to dissolve, preceding the
execution of the renewal lease, came before
the court In that case "five managing partners had determined to dissolve their partnership, and had communicated their intent
to
In June, 1846, and their determination
To this two
take a renewal to themselves.
other partners objected, claiming that the
renewal should be for the benefit of all. Formal notice of dissolution was given in July,
to take effect on September 30. On the sue-
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ceedlng 11th of December a new lease was
executed for twenty-one years to the managing partners, to take effect from SeptemThe defendants endeavored to
ber 29, 1846.
distinguish this case from that of Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick, on the ground of the
openness and fairness of the transaction.
The court however held that the mere com-

munication of an intent on the part of the
managing partners to apply for a lease for
their own benefit was not sufficient to give
This case, on
them an exclusive right to It.
the point of time, is stronger than the case
at bar, for the new lease was taken after the
partnership was dissolved, though some
stress was laid upon a point which does not
appear here, that the act was that of managing partners.
On principle, In many cases, it is of but litwhether the partnership is
tle consequence
dissolved or not before the renewal, since, if
the former partners become tenants in common, the result Is the same.
Clements v.
Hall, 2 De Gex & J. 173; Van Home v.
Fonda, 5 Johns. Ch. 388; Baker v. Whiting,
The case of
3 Sumn. 475, Fed. Cas. Na 787.
Clegg V. Fishwick is still nearer to the one
In this instance, the
under consideration.
renewal lease was obtained during the existence of the partnership, and the lease comThis lease was demenced at its expiration.
clared to be held in trust for the firm.
Without further collation of authorities,
the fair deductions from the principles on
which they rest may be summed up as follows:
1. A trustee holding a lease, whether corporate or individual, holds the renewal as a
trustee, and as he held the original lease.
upon any right
2. This does not depend
which the cestui que trust has to the renewal, but upon the theory that the new
lease is, in technical terms, a ''graft" upon
the old one; and that the trustee "had a facility," by means of his relation to the estate,
for obtaining the renewal, from which he
shall not personally profit.
3. This doctrine extends to commercial
partnerships, and one of several partners
cannot, while a partnership continues, take
a renetwal lease clandestinely, or "behind the
backs" of his associates, for his own benefit.
It Is not material that the landlord would not
have granted the new lease to the other partners, or to the firm.
the
4. It is of no consequence whether
partnership is for a definite or an indefinite
period.
The disability to taJfee the lease for
individual profit grows out of the partnership relation. While that lasts, the renewal
cannot be taken for individual purposes, even
though the lease does not commence until
after the expiration of the partnership.
5. It cannot necessarily be assumed that
the renewal can be taken by an Individual
member of the firm, even after dissolution.
The former partners may stlU be tenants In
common;
or there may be other reasons, of
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a fiduciary nature, why the transaction cannot be entered into.
The authorities cited on behalf of the defendant do not disprove these conclusions.
In Lee v. Vernon, supra, there was no
trust. The question arose between a stranThe point
ger to the lease and the claimant.
made by the plaintiff was that the "tenant
right" of renewal had become strictly a right,
so that even a stranger could not take a reIt
newal and hold it for his own benefit.
claim, having no
was an extraordinary
foundation In principle, and was rejected.
In Van Dyke v. Jackson, 1 B. D. Smith,
419, the party had made a special contract
with his partner to abandon the place where
the business was carried on. The case turned on the special contract to leave the busl^
ness in the hands of the other party.
Musselman's Appeal, 62 Pa. St. 81, does not
raise the question. It was not sought there
to charge a partner with the value of a renewal lease which he had taken to himself
during the existence of the partnership, but
rather with that of the good-will as it esxistIn
ed after the partnership was dissolved.
fact the place where the business was carried on was sold for the benefit of the firm,
and it was held, in substance, that the goodwill had been realized in the enhanced value
of the property sold.
It is said, in the present case, that Read
was not authorized, by the articles of partnership, to contract for Mitchell after the expiration of the firm; and that therefore
Mitchell cannot take advantage from the renewal lease.
The answer is that he made
the contract while the firm was in existence,
and Mitchell may adopt and ratify it. The
objection also proves too much, as it applies
to all the cases in which the partner, acting
clandestinely, has been declared a trustee.
In Phillips V. Reeder, 18 N. J. Bq. 95, one
of the partners, R., prior to the partnership,
owned the lease, exclusively, of certain stone
quarries. He entered into a partnership with
P. for three years, and so much longer as R.
should continue lessee of the quarries.
In
the lease, there was a covenant of renewal
at the option of R. He having declined to
renew, it was held that the partnership expired; or, in other words, that R. was under no obligation to renew, and thus to conThere could be no
tinue the partnership.
pretense in this case that the doctrine under
the review applied, since the ori^nal lease
did not itself belong to the firm. It was the
private property of one of the partners,
which he was under no obligation to preserve
for the firm's benefit.
In Achenson v. Fair, 3 Dm. & War. 512,
the point decided was, that the doctrine was
not to be extended to additional lauds purchased by trustee; in other words, the rule
was fully recognized, but nothing was to be
governed by it except that which could be
fairly regarded as a graft on the former
leasee
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whether the view in Anderson v. Lemon,
that one partner may even in good faith buy
the reversion for himself, is correct There
is a great cogency in the remarks of Sir William Grant, that the partner may in this way
intercept and cut off the chance of future renewals and consequently make use of his
situation to prejudice the interests of his associates.
Randall v. Russell,
Mer. 190, 197.
There appears to be no direct decision allowing the partner thus to purchase, and the
right to do so is treated as doubtful by approved text-writers.
Lead. Gas. Eq. (3il.
Am. Ed.) 43, 44, marg. paging.
The application of the principles discussed
in this opinion to the case at bar is obvious.
The plaintiff and defendant were owners,
as partners, of a lease of premises in the city
of New York, on which
hotel business was
These
carried on, yielding a large profit
consisted of Nos. 1111, 1113, 1115 Broadway
and Nos.
and West Twenty-fourth street
The leases of the Twenty-fourth street property were made directly to them, November
17, 1866.
The Broadway property, through
a series of transactions not necessary to be
detailed, becames vested, according to the
fair construction of the various agreements
respecting it, in the partnership. The leases
1871, when
expired on the same day, May
the partnership terminated. While the partnership continued, both parties thought
necessary to provide a place for a bar-room,
West
and with this view the premises No.
Twenty-Fourth
street were connected with
the rear of the premises fronting on Broadway, known as the "Hoffman House," and
the first story fitted up and used for that
purpose. A considerable expenditure was
made with this view, and large profits were
realized, as the course taken was judicious.
While all of the leases owned by the firm
were still in existence, viz. April 20, 1869,
and on January 21, 1869, the owners of the
hotel property made leases to the defendant,
1871, and to conto commence from May
tinue as to part of the property for five
years, and as to another portion for ten years
from that date, at specified rents. The leases
1,

I

(j.

a

and hold, for his own use, the reversion of
real estate occupied by the copartnership, under a lease for years, with the qualification
that if he secretly makes such purchase In
his own name while the other partner with
his concurrence is negotiating with the owner to obtain the property for the use of the
firm, the purchaser will be declared
trustee.
This decision carefully admits the general
doctrine, but considers
hot applicable to
the case where one of the partners purchases
in good faith the landlord's interest as distinguished from taking
new lease. It
simply a case of an exception to
general
rule. It can scarcely be considered as decision in favor of a partner's right to purchase, since he was, under the circumstances,
a trustee.
Should the question be distinctly

it

v. Tredeimick, 1 Ball & B. 29,
a mortgagee, not in possession, otrtamed
a renewal, the original lease having heen forfeited, both in law aiid equity, for nonpayHere there was no violatio^n
ment of rent.
of trust The rule under discussion was fully recognized, but its application to the exThe court said: "'In all
isting case denied.
the cases upon this subject, either the party,
by being in possession, obtained the renewal,
or it was done behind the back, or by some
contrivance in fraud of those who were interested in the old lease; and there was either a remnant of the old lease, or a tenant
right of renewal, on which a new lease could
There could be no plainer
be engrafted."
recognition of the general principle maintained by the plaintiff.
In Munsell v. O'Brien, 1 Jones, Ir. 184, the
facts were, that there was an under-tenant
who took a new lease from the original landlord without advising his own immediate
landlord.
The court held that there was no
fiduciary relation between these parties.
The principle was fully admitted, but the
facts did not raise a case for its application.
B., said: "It is admitted that there
Joy,
is no authority which can be produced where
such a lease as the present has been declared
to be a trust; and that we are now called
upon to go further than any decision has
ever gone before, and to make an authority
for future decisions. We are called upon to
do this on what are called the principles of a
court of equity; namely, that where a person is clothed' with a fiduciary character, and
in that character becomes possessed of an interest in land, held under a determinable
lease, any acquisition by him of a new interest in those lands is a continuation of the old
This however
lease, and a 'graft' upon it.
have heard it asserted
is the first time that
that If an under-tenant obtains a lease of his
lands from the head landlord without consulting his own immediate landlord that
trust for his immediate landlord,
lease is
because that person had a tenant right of
renewal. But there is no fiduciary character
imposed on an under-tenant, in reference to
his landlord, by the creation of the relation
of landlord and tenant, which would entitle
the plaintiff to the relief he seeks, on the
ground of his having a tenant right of renewal. A cestui que trust is entitled to the
benefit o^-a new lease, obtained by a trustee
by means of a tenant right of renewal, which
the latter became entitled to as trustee, but
there is no such person in the present case."
This language plainly shows that the court
was but following In the wake of Lee v.
Vernon; and holding that the doctrine of
tenant right of renewal, and that the new
lease is a graft on the old stock, are not to
be extended to strangers, but confined to persons acting in a fiduciary character.
The only other ease that will be noticed is
Anderson v. Lemon,
N. Y. 236, which holds,
that one partner may in good faith purchase

In Nesbitt
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were obtained by Read without notice to tlie
plaintiff, and he now claims tliat they are
They are of great
his exclusive property.
value, and the hotel at the commencement
of the action, March, 1870, was still in operafixtures, stock, etc.,
The furniture,
tion.
were valuable, and the business carried on
was profitable.
Th^case has in it every element of the
equity which has been already considered.
The partnership is undisputed; the leases
were in existence when the renewal was
The act of renewal was clandestine,
made.
or occurred "behind the back" of the plaintiff. It took place while the partnership was
The right to renewal was Immein force.
diate and vested in Read during the partnership's continuance. The property belonging
to the firm, and which will be prejudiced by
the prospect of disposing of it at a sacrifice
at the close of the existing lease. Is large and
valuable.
Common Justice and a due regard to rules
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of public policy demand that the renewal
should be declared to belong to the
firm, and that the defendant should be required to account to the plaintiff for his portion of its value. The clauses in the leases
to Read that there shall be no assignment
without the consent of the landlord do not
stand in the way of the plaintiff's relief.
This does not consist in an assignment in
the ordinary sense of that term.
On the contrary, the ground of relief is that the defendant acted Inequitably when he entered into
the contract; that he must therefore be considered as a trustee, while the assignment to
the firm simply follows as an incident to the
giving complete effect to the trust relation
declared by the court to exist between the
parties. Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick, supra.
The Judgment must be reversed, and a new
trial ordered.
All concur; REYNOLDS, C, not sitting.
Judgment reversed.
lease
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Alexan-

DA VIES, C. J. This action was tried by
a referee who held as matter of law, that
unless the agreement set out in the complaint
In relation to the purchase by the defendant
at the master's sale of the premises in question, or some note or memorandum thereof,
expressing the consideration be in writing,
the same was void, and created no interest
in the plaintiffs In said premises, and could
not be enforced against said defendant in
law or equity. And he further reported, as
matter of fact, that no proof was made or
offered on said trial by or In behalf of the
plaintiff of any such agreement in writing,
or of any note or memorandum in writing
of such an agreement, or of any deed, con-

veyance or instrument in writing subscribed
by the defendant or his lawful agent, creating or declaring any trust or interest in said
premises in favor of said plaintiffs, and that
no proof was made or testimony or evidence
offered on the part of the defendant.
The
judgment entered for the defendant upon
the report of the referee was affirmed at the
general term, and the plaintiffs now appeal
to this court
We are at liberty to assume from this finding, that the agreement set out In the complaint was proven on the trial before the
referee.
To ascertain what that agreement
was, we must have reference to the complaint and the offer made by the plaintiffs
on the trial.
The plaintiffs averred in the
complaint that the plaintiff Michael Ryan,
being seized of certain lands In the town
of Seneca, made and executed a mortgage
thereon In the year 1839, to secure the sum
thereof,
of $800, part of the purchase-money
and that In the month of October, 1841,
said plaintiff Ryan conveyed to the said Nev1ns, the other plaintiff, an equal undivided
half of the said premises;
that plaintiffs
being unable to pay the installments on said
mortgage as they became due, the said mortgage was foreclosed, and said plaintiffs procured of one Lewis the sum of $300, which
was paid on account of said judgment of
foreclosure, and a portion thereof, to the
extent of $300, was assigned to said Lewis
as his security for such advance; that said
Lewis becoming importunate for his money,
and the plaintlCs being unable to raise the
same for him, Lewis proceeded to advertise
said premises for sale on the 12th day of
October, 1843, for the purpose of raising said
sum of about $300, while said premises were
worth the sum of $4,000.
The complaint
further averred that while said premises
were thus advertised for sale, and before the
day of sale had arrived, the plaintiffs being
men of limited means, and unable to raise

the money which would be needed to stop
the said sale, and to pay up the amount due
on the said decree for the debt and the costs
which had accrued, applied to the defendant
Dux, reported to be a man of ready money,
and who had always professed to be interested in their behalf, and asked him to assist
them, and aid them to raise the money to
pay the amount due on said decree and save
premises from being sold away
the said
from them, and from being sacrificed for the
small amount, compared with their value,
which was claimed upon said decree. That
said Dox did then profess and declare a willingness to help said plaintiffs for such purpose, and did then and there agree with
the said plaintiffs that on the day of said
sale, he, the said Dox, would attend the
same and bid off and purchase the said
premises
at such sale, upon the express
agreement
and understanding, between the
plaintiffs and said Dox, that such bidding
and purchase,
if made by the said Dox,
should be for the benefit and advantage of
these plaintiffs, and the plaintiffs upon such
agreement
and understanding agreed that
they would not find any other one to go
their friend at the said sale, and to bid in
and purchase the said premises for them;
and that It was expressly understood and
agreed between the plaintiffs and said Dox,
that if he became the purchaser of said premises at said sale he should take the deed of
the same from the said master in his own
name, but only by way of and as security
to himself for what money he should have
to advance and pay on such purchase, and
with the agreement, promise and undertaking between said Dox and these plaintiffs,
that whenever these plaintiffs should repay
him the amount which he should pay to procure and effect such purchase and to get
the deed therefor, with the interest therefor his
on, and a reasonable compensation
services therein, he, the said Dox, should convey the said premises to these plaintiffs and
again vest the title thereto In them, and
should In the mean time hold the said premises in his own name as security only for
the said moneys, and always subject to the
That in
above agreement and defeasance.
pursuance of sai^ agreement said Dox attended said sale and bid off the same for
the sum of $100,. be being the only bidder at
said sale, and the same was strutk off to him
and he received the deed therefor. That at
said sale it was talked about and understood
by those present thereat, that said Dox was
bidding for the benefit of these plaintiffs,
and that said premises were struck off to
him only as security to him for the repayment to him by these plaintiffs of the moneys
he should advance and pay for the same
and interest thereon, and his reasonable
And the
charges for his attention thereto.
plaintiffs averred that such was the fact
and that In truth said Dox did bid off and
purchase the said premises for these plain-
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tiffs, and to save the same for them, and
took the deed In his own name, only as such
security as aforesaid, and that in consequence of such understanding other persons
from bidding on said premises,
abstained
and the same was strucli off to said Dox

without any opposing bid, although the plaintiffs aver that the same were then worth
And the plaintiffs also
$4,000 and upwards.
averred that if they had not relied upon said
agreement, promise and undertaking of said
Dox, they would not have allowed the said
premises to have been struck off for the
said sum of $100, but would have found
other persons to have purchased the said
premises, and saved the same from sacrifice,
but that as said agreement was made more
than a month before said sale, these plaintiffs relied upon it and made no other effort
to procure the money, or the assistance of
friends to save and buy said premises.
That at the time of said sale these plaintiffs were in the possession of said premises,
and continued in possession thereof and made
payments on account of the incumbrances
thereon until some time in the year 1849,
with the knowledge, privity and consent of
And that during all that time
said Dox.
said Dox never exercised any acts of own-_
ership over said premises, or interfered with
use, occupation or possession
the ownership,
thereof by the plaintiffs, and that during all
that time the assessments and taxes thereon were paid by the plaintiffs, with the
knowledge, privity and assent of said Dox.
That in the year 1849, the said plaintiffs
were induced by said Dox to surrender the
possession of said premises to him, and in
the year 1851 he refused to come to a settlement with the plaintiffs, and denied that
he held the said premises for their benefit,
or that they had any interest therein. The
referee excluded such evidence, and decided
that he would not receive any parol evidence to establish, or tending to establish,
the said agreement, and that upon the case
made by the pleadings, assuming there was
no agreement in writing as stated in the answer, there can be no recovery by the plaintiffs.
To this decision and ruling, the plaintiffs' counsel duly excepted.
This exception presents the main question
for consideration and decision upon this appeal, and the referee in his report states the
ground or reason of his decision to be that
mentioned, or some
unless the agreement
note or memorandum thereof expressing the
consideration be in writing the same was
void, and could not be enforced against the
defendant
If the referee was right in this
conclusion, then the plaintiffs were properly
nonsuited, and the judgment for the defendant should be affirmed. If in error then it
follows that there must be a reversal and a
new triaL The Revised Statutes declare that
no estate or interest In lands, nor any trust
or power over or concerning lands, or in
any manner relating thereto, shall be created.
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granted or declared, unless by act or operation of law, or by a deed or conveyance in
writing, subscribed by the party creating,
granting or declaring the same.
1 Rev. St.
p. 134, § 6.
It is manifest that the referee
had this provision before him, and that his
decision was based upon the assumption of
its applicability to the case in hand. In arriving at this conclusion he entirely ignored
aU consideration of fraud or of part performance, as elements of the transaction. Section
10 of the same title declares that "nothing
in this title contained shall be construed to
abridge the powers of a court of equity to
compel the specific performance of agreements in cases of part performance of such
agreements." 1 Rev. St. p. 135, § 10. It is
well settled that courts of equity will enforce a specific performance of a contract
within the statute when the parol agreement
has been partly caiTied into execution.
2
Story, Eq. Jur. § 759.
And the distinct
ground upon which courts of equity interfere
in cases of this sort is, that otherwise one
party would be enabled to practice a fraud
upon the other, and it could never be the
intention of the statute to enable any party
to commit such a fraud with impunity. Indeed fraud in all cases constitutes an answer
to the most solemn acts and conveyances,
and the objects of the statutes are promoted
instead of being obstructed by such a jurisdiction for discovery and relief.
And
when one party has executed his part of the
agreement
in the confidence that the other
party would do the same, it is obvious that
if the latter should refuse it would be a
fraud upon the former to suffer his refusal
to work to his prejudice.
In Ponblanque's Equity it is said: "If the
contract be carried into execution by one of
the parties, as by delivering possession, and
such execution be accepted by the other, he
that accepts it must perform his part, for
when there is a performance the evidence
of the bargain does not lie merely upon the
words but the facts performed, and It is
unconscionable that the party that received
the advantage should be admitted to say that
such contract was never made." Fonbl. bk.
And the universal rule ia
1, p. 181, c. 338.
correctly enunciated by Brown on Frauds,
when he says: "The correct view appears
to be that equity will at all times lend its
aid to defeat a fraud, notwithstanding the
Brown, St Frauds, §
statute of frauds."
438. In the present case we are to assume
that the agreement was made as set out in
the complaint and performed on the part of
the plaintiffs as therein stated.
We then
have a distinct and unequivocal agreement
established, and performance by one party
of all that was to be done in pursuance of it
on his part.
We find the other party, by
reason of the acts and omissions of this party, obtaining the possession and title to a
large amount of real estate for a trifling sum
compared to its actual valu^ and refusing
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to fulfill the agreement on his part. He Interposes the statute of frauds as a shield,
thus using a statute designed to prevent
frauds as an instrument whereby one can be
perpetrated with impunity. This a court of
Wetmore y. White,
equity cannot tolerate.

Cas. 87, was an action brought In
chancery to compel the specific performance
of a contract by parol relating to lands. The
chancellor dismissed the bill, but the court
of errors unanimously reversed his decree.
Thompson, J., in delivering the opinion of the
court, says: "The appellant's claim resting
altogether upon parol contract, It becomes
necessary to examine whether any obstacle
to relief is Interposed by the statute for the
prevention of fraud.
think there is not.
It is an established rule In equity that a
parol agreement in part performed Is not
within the provisions of the statute. Citing
1 Fonbl. Eq. 182, and cases there noted.
To
allow a statute having for its object the prevention of frauds to be interposed In bar of
the performance of a parol agreement in
part performed, would evidently encourage
the mischief the legislature Intended to pre* * * Possession delivered in purvent.
suance of an agreement is such a decree of
performance as to take a contract out of the
statute." The same doctrine was reaffirmed
In Parkhurst v. Van Cortlandt, 14 Johns. 15,
In Lowry v. Tew, 3 Barb. Ch. 407,
35, 36.
413, the chancellor said the principle upon
which courts of equity hold that a part performance of a parol agreement Is sufficient
to take a case out of the statute of frauds is,
that a party who has permitted another to
perform acts on the faith of an agreement
shall not be allowed to Insist that the agreement is invalid, because it was not in writing, and that he is entitled to treat those acts
as if the agreement,
in compliance with
which they were performed, had not been
made.
In other words, upon the ground of
fraud in refusing to execute the parol agreement after a part performance thereof by
the other party, and when he cannot be placed in the same situation that he was before
See, also,
such part performance by him."
Phillips V. Thompson, 1 Johns. Ch. 131; Murray V. Jayne, 8 Barb. 612.
In Hodges v. Tennessee Marine & Fire Ins.
Co., 8 N. Y. 416, this court held that in equity parol evidence was admissible to show
that a deed absolute on Its face was In fact
a mortgage, and so Intended by the parties
thereto.
And in Despard v. Walbridge, 15
N. Y. 374, this court also held that an- assignment of a lease, absolute on Its face, was
in fact made for the purpose of securing a
debt, and that such debt had been fully paid;
and that under the Code of Procedure, parol
evidence is admissible to show that such assignment, though absolute In its terms, waa
intended as a mortgage.
The case of Brown v. Lynch, 1 Paige, 147,
Is so like to that now under consideratioin
that it may be profitable to refer to It at
2 Caines,

I

A mortgage upon a farm was foreclosed In chancery and advertised
for sale
by a master.
Before the sale, Brown, the
defendant, made an arrangement with the

length.

plaintiffs, the Lynches, whereby he agreed
to purchase the farm In for theh: benefit,
for which he was t* receive a stipulated
compensation.'
The mortgagee. In order to
favor the Lynches, agreed with Brown that
he might bid oft the property for about half
the amount of the mortgage.
Brown, at the
sale, prevented others bidding by representing that he intended to buy for the Lynches,
and he purchased the farm at the master's
sale for $1,500, about $1,000 below its value.
Afterward Brown refused to convey the farm
to the Lynches, or to account to them for
the value, although they tendered to him
the amount of his bid, witli interest, and the
sum agreed for his services.
And it was
held by the court of chancery that Brown
was a trustee for the Lynches, and had no
other Interest in the farm than that of mortgagee to secure the repayment of the purchase-money, and of the payment of the sum
agreed to be allowed him for his services.
And that the court of chancery would relieve against a fraud by converting the person guilty of it Into a trustee for those who
have been Injiured thereby.
Bmott, vice
chancellor, decreed for the plaintiffs, holding
the defendant had committed a fraud upon
the plaintiffs by agreeing to purchase for
their benefit, when, in truth, he meant to
purchase for himself, and that he bad committed a fraud upon the plaintiffs, by his
acts and representations, in preventing bidding at the sale.
And he proceeds to show,
by the citation of numerous authorities, that
a court of equity can provide adequate relief by declaring the purchaser a trustee for
And he quotes with
the person defrauded.
approbation the remarks of Lord Eldon, In

Mestaer v. Gillespie, 11 Ves. 626, where he
says:
"Upon the statute of frauds, though declaring that Interest shall not be barred except by writing, cases in this court are perfectly familiar, deciding that a fraudulent
use shall not be made of that statute; when
this court has Interfered against a party
meaning to make It an instrument of fraud,
and said he should not take advantage of
his own fraud, even though the statute has
declared that in case these circumstances do
not exist, the Instrument shall be absolutely
void." The chancellor affirmed the decree,
and observed, that the Lynches had an interest In the premises which they had a right
to protect and preserve, and it would have
been a gross fraud for any one to hold out
that he
to them, under such circumstances,
was bidding oft the property for their benefit, when he In fact intended to appropriate
it to his own use.
If the appellant did In fact
bid It off for them, under the agreement,
he held it In trust for them, and had no
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-other Interest In It than that of a mortgagee, to secvire the repayment of the purchase-money and the $60 agreed to be paid
him for his trouble. But if he had no such
intention,
and did not in fact Bid off the
property in trust for them, he was guilty of

a fraud which the court will relieve against.
The cases referred to by the circuit judge
fully establish the principle
(vice-chancellor),
that this court has power to relieve against
such fraud, and the means to be employed
is to convert the person who has gained an
advantage by means of his fraudulent act,
into a trustee for those who have been inThis case was cited with
jured thareby."
approbation in Anderson v. Lemon, 8 N. Y.
239, and the principle of it adopted by this
court in that case.
Its principle was also adopted and approved of in Sandford v. Norris, decided at
special term of supreme court in May, 1859,
and affirmed at general term in the First
4 Abb. Dec. 144. In
district in June, 1861.
that case, certain premises were owned by
the plaintiffs husband, and he made an assignment thereof, and his assignees adverThe plaintifC was
tised the same for sale.
anxious to purchase them in at the sale, and
made an arrangement with the defendant,
Norris, by which he agreed to attend tha
sale and bid them off in his name for the
plaintiff, and on payment of the sum bid
In conseconvey the same to the plaintiff.
quence of this arrangement, the plaintiff refrained from bidding at the sale, and the
premises were struck off to the defendant
for the sum of $20, subject to the prior incumbrances.
The defendant subsequently
sold the premises so 'purchased for the sum
of $2,000, of which the plaintiff had received
one-half, and the action was brought to reIt was held that the
cover the residue.
plaintiff was entitled to recover, and that the
defense of the statute of frauds, interposed
by the defendant, was no bar to the relief
that the agreement
sought by the plaintiff;
was established beyond controversy, and the
defendant was bound as well by sound
morals as established principles of law to
On the hearing of
the performance of It.
that case, the opinion of Mr. Justice Emott,
In the case of Bergen v. Nelson (not reported), was read, distinctly affirming the doctrine of Brown v. Lynch, supra. The case
of Osborn v. Mason, before the vice-chancellor of the first circuit (not reported), also
affirming the doctrine of that case, was also
cited.

Mason in that case agreed with Osbom to
of certain premises, Osbom being either owner or a subsequent incumMason also having a claim upon
brancer.
Mason
the premises as an incumbrancer.
agreed to bid in the premises at the sale,
and then to let Osborn have them for the
amoimt at which they stood him in, including his own incumbrance. Mason bid off the
premises and then refused to fulfill his agreeattend a sale
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The vice-chanment which was by parol.
cellor held that the statute of frauds was no
bar to the suit for a specific performance of
the agreement which was decreed, and on
appeal to the chancellor the same was affirmed.
Voorhies v. SL John was argued
and decided in this court in December, 1863.
It was an action brought to recover moneys
by the defendant on a sale of a
received
house and lot in the city of New Tork, and
a leasehold estate in two buildings on other
lots therein, and for an account of the rents
and profits received therefrom.
The property had formerly belonged to the husband
of the plaintiff, and consisted of three parcels, and upon a sale thereof by his assignees, the plaintiff requested two of her
friends to attend the sale and bid off two
They subseof said parcels for her benefit
quentiy, at her request, transferred their bids
to the defendant, St. John, and he took the
conveyance therefor to himself, .and paid the
assignee for the same, declaring at the time
that the plaintiff wished him to buy that
property for her.
At the sale of the other
parcel, St. John attended the assignee's sale
and bid off the same himself, and the assignments of the two bids and the titles to
aU the three pieces of property made out
AU these
to him together in his own name.
acts were done by St John for Mrs. Voorhies, at her request and for her benefit.
The referee reported in favor of the plaintiff,
and the judgment thereon was affirmed at
the general term of the First district on the
authority of Sandford v. Norris, supra.
On
appeal to this court that Judgment was affirmed in December, 1863, and distinctly on
the ground that the statute of frauds was no
bar to the performance of the agreement.
We must hold this case as decisive of that
The same docnow under consideration.
trine has frequently been affirmed in othercases.

In Cox V. C!ox, 5 Rich. Eq. 365, the owner
of land, in danger of being summarily dispossessed by a sheriff's sale, agreed with his
brother, the defendant that the latter should
bid off the land and pay the bid and make
This agreea reconveyance on repayment
ment was declared to the bystanders at the
sale, and competition being thus prevented,
the land was bought by the brother for onetenth of its actual value. The whole transaction was alleged to be "a fraudulent contrivance on the part of the defendant to
obtain his brother's land for one-tenth of its
The court enjoined the defendant
value."
from proceeding at law under the titie thus
fraudulenUy obtained, saying:
"This court
has often repeated that the statute of frauds
should never be perverted to an instrument
of fraud. Thus, in a case of an agreement
such as the statute plainly declares void, if
not reduced to writing, yet if this was omitted by fraud, the defendant would not be
permitted to avail himself of the statute.
In Whitchurch v. Bevis, 2 Brown Ch. 565,
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Lord Thurlow says, If yon Interpose the
medium of fraud, by -whicli the agreement
Is prevented from being put in writing,
See Keith
agree the statute is inapplicable.
V. Purvis, 4 Desaus. Eq. 114."
In the case cited of Keith t. Purvis, a
creditor induced his debtor's agent not to
bid at a sale of his debtor's land by promising to give the debtor time to pay the debt,
and then to reconvey the land. This agreement was disclosed at the sale, and pre-

I

vented other bids, whereby the creditor
bought the land at one-third of its value, but
afterward refusing to reconvey, the debtor
brought his bill for relief. To this it was
objected that the agreement was void by the
statute of frauds; but the com:t held, "that
If the agreement was void, the creditor must
surrender up his advantage under it and be
liable to make good the loss sustained by the
"Can It
adverse party from his conduct"
be tolerated," says the court at page 121,
"that a creditor shall, at a sale of his debtor's property, lull him to sleep and keep off
other purchasers by an agreement under
which he buys in the land for a small sum
much below the value, and then that he
should declare that the agreement was void
under the statute of frauds, and that the
other party should have no benefit from the
agreement, whilst he reaped all the fruits?
Surely not Courts of justice would be blind
indeed if they could permit such a state of
things."
In Peebles v. Reading, 8 Serg. & R. 492,
the supreme court of Pennsylvania said: "If
by the artifice of the purchaser declaring he
was to buy for the owner, others were prevented from bidding, and the land was sold
at a great undervalue, this would make him
a trustee."
And in Trapnall v. Brown, 19
Ark. 49, property of the value of $5,000 was,
by agreement similar to the one in the present case, bought in for $176, other persons
declining to bid on being informed of the object of the agreement.
"Under these circumstances," the court said, "we think It
would be a fraud in the purchaser to keep
the property In violation of the agreement.

That the statute which was designed to prevent fraud would be used as a shield and in
the commission of fraud, which the courts
of equity wiU not tolerate. We think therefore that the court below did not err in
treating the purchaser as a trustee."
These
observations, made in these cases, are as pertinent to that now under consideration, asthey were in them.
Many of these cases
are identical in all Important particulars
with this, and there is no good reason why
the same rules of law and morals enunciated'
In them should not govern and control the
decision
in this case. The fact that an
agreement
is void, imder the statute of
frauds, does not entitle ^ther party to relief in eqiiity, but other facts may; and
when they do. It Is no answer to the claim
for relief, that the void agreement was one
of the instrumentahties through which the
fraud was effected.
Ormond v. Anderson, 2
Ball & B. 369. Where one of the parties to
a contract, void by the statute of frauds,
avails himself of its invalidity but unconscientlously appropriates what he has acquired under it, equity will compel restitution; and it constitutes no objection to the
claim, that the opposite party may happen
to secure the same practical benefit, through
the process of restitution, which would have
resulted from the observance of the void
Floyd v. Buckland, 2 Freem.
agreement
Ch. 268; Oldham v. Litchford, Id. 284; Devenlsh y. Baines, Finch, Prec 3; Tbynn v.
Thynn, 1 Vern. 296; Reech v. Kennegal, 1
Ves. Sr. 125; Davis v. Walsh, 2 Har. & J.
329; Wilcox v. Morris, 1 Murph. 116; Stoddard V. Hart, 23 N. T. 560.
It is very clear to <my mind, both upon
principle and authority, that the referee
erred In excluding the evidence offered, and
that the judgment must be reversed and a
new trial ordered, with costs to abide the
event

PORTER,
MORGAN,

WRIGHT,

JJ.,

concurred.

LEONARD,
HUNT, J.,

and
dis-

sented.

Judgment reversed,

and new trial ordered.
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Nov.

22,

1892.

Appeal from superior court, Chatham county; Whltaker, Judge.
Action by Samson ESdwards against Jennie Culbertson for money paid and for a
lien on land purchased therewith.
Judgment
for plaintiff for amount paid without a lien.
Plaintiff appeals.
Modified.
T. B. Womack, for appellant.
ning, for appellee.

John Man-

SHEPHERD, C. J. According to the finding of the jury the defendant fraudulently
obtained of the plaintiff the sum of $275.26,
for the purpose of purchasing the land described in the complaint, and that the fraud
consisted in "falsely and fraudulently promising and pretending that, if the plaintiff
would let her have the said sum of money
for said purpose, she would marry him in a
very short time, and that the land to be purchased with the said money should be in
lieu of her right of dower which she would
acquire" by the said marriage. Upon this
verdict, his honor rendered
a judgment in
favor of the plaintiff for the recovery of the
obtained,
amount so fraudulently
but refused to declare it a charge upon the land
purchased by the defendant with the said
money, the land still remaining in her hands.
Were there nothing more than a mere promise to marry, it is plain that a violation of
it would not entitle the plaintiff to any equitable relief, but we must infer from the ver^ct that the defendant did not intend to perform the promise at the time it was made,
and that, she intended it, as well as the
additional agreement to hold the land in lieu
of dower, simply as a trick or contrivance
by which to cheat and defraud the plaintiff
of his money. By submitting to the verdict
and judgment, the defendant (even if she
could successfully do so) is precluded from
denying that she obtained the money under
which the law denounces as
circumstances
fraudulent, and, this being so, it cannot be
doubted that if the specific money had been
retained by her and could have been identified, the plaintiff. In a proper action, could
have recovered it If this be true, why may
not the money be traced into the land and declared to be a charge thereupon? This is a
somewhat novel question in this state, but
in view of well-settlea equitable principles,
as well as authoritieB in other jurisdictions,
it is believed to be unattended with any very
serious difficulty.
The only decision of this court to which
we have been referred as bearing upon the
question is that of Campbell v. Drake, 4
Ired. Eq. 94.
The plaintiff filed a bill in
■equity against the heirs at law of one Farrow, praying that they be declared trustees
•of certain land purchased by their ancestor
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with money stolen by him of the plaintiff
while in the employment of the latter as his
clerk. The court said that it was "not at all
like the cases of dealings vylth trust funds
by trustees,
executors,
guardians, factors,
and the like, in which the owner of the fund
may elect to take either the money or that
in which it was invested;" and it was accordingly held that the plaintiff was not entitled to the particular relief asked for. It
was strongly intimated, however, by RuflBn,
C. J., in delivering the opinion,
that the
plaintiff might "have the land declared liable
as a security for the money laid out for it."
It was not stated upon what principle this
could be done, but we apprehend that it was
upon the general proposition that,
based
whenever a person has obtained the property
of another by fraud, he is a trustee ex maleficio for the person so defrauded, for the purpose of recompense
or indemnity.
"One of
the most common cases," remarks Judge Story, "in which a court of equity acts upon the
ground of implied trusts in invitum, is when
a party receives money which he cannot conscientiously withhold from, another party."
Story, Eq. Jur. § 1255.
And he states it to
be a general principle that "whenever the
property of a party has been wrongfully misapplied, or a trust fund has been wrongfully converted into another species of property, if its identity can be traced, it will be
held in its new form liable to the rights of
the original owner, or cestui que trust."
Id.
§ 1258; Hill, Trustees, 222; Whitley v. Foy,
6 Jones, Eq. 34; Taylor v. Plumer, 3 Maule
& S. 562; KnatchbuU v. Hallett, 13 Ch. Div.
696; People v. City Bank, 96 N. Y. 32; National Bank v. Insurance Co., 104 U. S. 54.
Mr. Pomeroy says: "In general, whenever
the legal title to property, real or personal,
has been obtained through actual fraud, or
through any other circumstances which render it unconscientious for the holder of the
legal title to retain and enjoy the beneficial
interest, equity imposes a constructive trust
on the property thus acquired in favor of the
one who is truly and equitably entitled to the
same, although he may never, perhaps, have
had any legal estate therein, and a court of
equity has jurisdiction to reach the property
either in the hands of the original wrongdoer or in the hands of any subsequent holder, until a purchaser in good faith and vrithout notice acquires a higher right, and takes
the property relieved from the trust. The
forms and varieties of these trusts, which are
termed 'ex maleficlo' or 'ex delicto,' are practically vfithout limit. The prindi^e is applied whenever It is necessary for the obtaining
of complete justice, although the law may also give the remedy of damages against the
wrongdoer." Pom. Eq. Jur. 1053.
A confidential relation is not necessary to establish such trust, and there is no good reason
why the owner of property taken and converted by one who has no right to its possession should be less favorably situated in
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a court of equity, in respect to his remedy, (at least for the purpose of "recompense or indemnity,") than one who by an
abuse of trust has been injured by the wrongful act of a ti'ustee to whom the possession
"The
of trust property has been confided.
beautiful character—pervading excellence, if
one may say so— of equity jurisprudence,"
says Judge Story, "is that it varies its adjustments and proportions so as to meet the
very form and pressure of each particular
habitudes." The
case in all its complex
trusts of which we are speaking are not what
is known as "technical trusts," and the
ground of relief in such cases is, strictly
speaking, fraud, and not trust. Equity declares the trust in order that it may lay its
hand upon the thing and wrest it from the
This principle
possession of the wrongdoer.
is distinctly recognissed by our leading text
writers, and it Is said by Mr. Bispham (Bisp.
Eq. 92) that "equity makes use of the machinery of a trust for the purpose of affording redress in cases of fraud." The principles above stated are illustrated by many decisions to be found in the reports of other
states, and as our case may easily be assimilated to those in which money or other property has been stolen and converted, such
cases must be recognized as pertinent authority in the present investigation. In Nevrton
V. Porter, 69 N. X. 133, it was held that the
owner of negotiable securities, stolen and afterwards sold by the thief, may follow and
claim the proceeds in the hands of the felonious taker or of his assignee with notice;
and that this right continues and attaches to
any securities or property in which the proceeds are invested, so long as they can be
The law, it was said,
traced and identified.

"will raise a trust in Invltum out of thetransaction, in order that the substituted
property may be subjected to the purposesof indemnity and recompense."
Andrews, J.,
said that "equity only stops the pursuit when
the means of ascertainment fails, or the
rights of bona fide purchasers for value,,
without notice of the trust, have Intervened.
The relief will be molded and adapted to thecircumstances of the cases, so as to protect
the rights of the true owner." Lane v. Digbton, Amb. 409; Mansell v. ManseU, 2 P.
Wms. 679; Lench v. Lench, 10 Ves. 511;
Perry, Trusts, § 829; Story, Eq. Jur. § 1258.
In Bank v. Barry, 125 Mass. 20, it was held
that equity vrill charge land, paid for in part
with the proceeds of stolen property, vrith a
trust in favor of the owner of the property
for the amount so used. In Humphreys v.
Butler, 51 Ark. 351, 11 S. W. Rep. 479, the
defendant, in paying for a house and lot
purchased by him for $400, vrrongfuUy used
$149.52 belonging to the plaintiff, and of
which he had obtained possession without
her authority, knowledge,
or consent. The
court declared the defendant a trustee to
the extent of the money of the plaintiff used
byHiim, and charged the same upon the property, and in default of its payment by a certain time decreed that the same be sold to
satisfy the said lien. These and other authorities that could be cited abundantly sustain the intimation of Chief Justice Ruffln, towhich we have referred, and we are therefore of the opinion that the money fraudulently obtained of the plaintiff may be followed into the land described in the complaint, and that the judgment of his honor
should be so modified as to declare It to be
a charge upon the same. Hodlfled.
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The facts of the case
of the court.

are stated In the

opinion

Geo. H. Starr and Samuel D. Morris,
William N. Dykman, for
appellants.
spondents.

FINCH,

J.

The testatrix

for
re-

gave to three

persons, who were her lawyer, her doctor
and her priest, absolutely, but as Joint tenants, the bulk of her estate.
Practically
she disinherited her relatives in favor of
who had no claim upon her
strangers,
bounty, except such as originated in their

professional characters, and the confidence
For this
and friendship thus engendered.
reason probate of the will was resisted.
While the testatrix was shown to^have been
whimsical, blindly devoted to
superstitious,
her church and its ecclesiastics, habitually
under the influence of stimulants, and seriously dependent upon the advice of those
who became her residuary legatees,
it is
yet certain that there was no want of testamentary capacity.
But although the attack failed upon that ground, the charge of
undue influence was somewhat supported
by the evidence relating to her character
and surroundings,
which made possible
and tended to render probable the existence of an outside power capable of moulding her wishes to its own.
The exigency
of the proponents some adedemanded
quate
and
reasonable explanation
of a
diversion of the estate to strangers holding the power and influence derived from
relations, consistent with the
confidential
free action and untrammeled
exercise of
the testamentary intention.
The explanation came. A letter of instruction, addressed to the residuary legatees, contemporaneous with the will, and dictating the purpose as well as explaining the reason of the
absolute legacy,
was produced upon the
hearing.
These written instructions demonstrated that the residuary clause was not
by the testatrix to pass to the
intended
legatees any beneficial interest. The absolute devise, on its face difficult of explanation except upon a theory of undue influence, thereby lost its suspicious character
and put the legatees in more of a disinterested attitude.
It appeared that the testatrix did not at all desire or intend to bestow her estate upon those to whom she
gave it; that her real intention was to devote it to certain charitable purposes; that
these, she was advised, could not effectively
be accomplished by her will, except through
an absolute devise to individuals, in whose
action she could confide; and,
honorable
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therefore, and for that reason, and to effect that ulterior purpose, she gave her estate in form to the professional friends, not
meaning any beneficial legacy to them or
for their use. With this development of the
defense the attack took on a new phase.
The heirs at law and next of kin began an
action in equity to set aside and annul the
residuary devise and bequest, or to establish a trust, which, failing as to the intended beneficiaries, should result to those who
would otherwise have taken by descent or
distribution.
Both cases are now before us,
and it is convenient to consider them together, since our conclusion in one may
tend seriously to afCect the result in the
other.
The proof is uncontradicted that the testatrix made the residuary devise and bequest
in its absolute and unconditional form in
reliance upon a promise of the legatees to
apply the fund faithfully and honorably to
the charitable uses dictated in the letter of
instructions. It does
not disprove this
statement to assert that no express promise
to that effect was made, or that it was the
pledge of Judge McCue alone. One of the
legatees. Father McGuire, is dead, and the
title is in the two survivors, and it is with
them only that we need to deal. The trial
judge did, indeed, find as a fact that Dr.
Dudley did not know until after testatrix's
death that the unattested letter of instructions existed, but he certainly did know before the will was made the character of
the intended disposition; that he was selected as one of the executors;
that the
relatives by blood were to take but a trifle,
and that the bulk of the estate was to be
applied to charitable purposes by the executors; and with this knowledge he accepted the proposed trust. The trial judgefurther finds that Judge McCue "made no
promise to obtain the bequest or devise and
practiced no fraud." This finding is assailed, but unsuccessfully so far as It frees
the legatees from a charge of actual fraud.
In that respect we agree that there was no
evil or selfish intention on their part. But
the finding that Judge McCue "made no
promise to obtain the bequest or devise"
cannot be sustained. If anything is rendered certain by the evidence it is that the
testatrix made the absolute devise and bequest upon the suggestion of a necessity
therefor by Judge McCue, and upon the understanding that he and his associates
would faithfully and honorably carry out
her expressed Intentions. If we say that
McCue made no such promise, that he came
under no such honorable obligation, then we
must say that the testatrix was misled into
a false belief, upon which, as true, she unmistakably acted. For it is not possible to
doubt that If the legatees had said—we
will not promise; we will do as we please;
we will not be even honorably bound not to
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take this money for on. selves—the absolute
bequest would never have been made. It
matters little that McCue did not make in
and express promise.
words a formal
Everything
that he said and everything
that he did was full of that interpretation.
When the testatrix was told that the legal
effect of the will was such that the legatees could divert the fund to their own use,
which was a statement of their power, she
was told also that she would only have
their honor and conscience on which to rely,
and answered that she could trust them;
which was an assertion of their duty.
Where in such ease the legatee, even by
silent acquiescence,
encourages
the testatrix to make a bequest to him to be by him
applied for the benQfit of others, it has all
the force and effect of an express promise.
Wallgrave
v. Tebbs, 2 Kay & J. 321;
Schultz's Appeal, 80 Pa. St. 405.
If he
does not mean to act in accord with the declared expectation which underlies and induces
the devise, he is bound to say so,
for his silent acquiescence
is otherwise a
fraud. Russell v. Jackson, 10 Hare, 204.
So far then as McCue is concerned he
stands in the attitude of having procured
and induced the testatrix to make a devise
or bequest to himself and his associates, by
asserting its necessity and promising faithfully to carry out the charitable purposes
for which it wits made, and whether his associates
knew or promised, or did not,
makes no difference where the devise Is to
them as joint tenants, and all must get their
rights through the result accomplished by
one.
Kowbotham v. Dunnett, 8 Oh. Div.
430; Hooker v. Oxford, 33 Mich. 453; Russell V. Jackson, 10 Hare, 206. If, therefore,
in her letter of instructions, the testatrix
had named some certain and definite beneficiary, capable of taking the provision intended, the law would fasten upon the legatee a trust for such beneficiary and enforce
it. If needed, on the ground of fraud. Equity acts in such case not because of a
trust declared by the testator, but because
of the fraud of the legatee. For him not
to carry out the promise by which alone he
procured the devise and bequest, is to perpetrate a fraud upon the devisor which
equity will not endure. The authorities on
this point are numerous. Thynn v. Thynn,
1 Vem. 296; Oldham v. Litchford, 2 Freem.
284; Reech v. Kennegal, 1 Ves. Sr. 124;
Podmore v. Gunning, 5 Sim. 485; Muckleston V. Brown, 6 Ves. 52; Hoge v. Hoge, 1
Watts, 163; McKee v. Jones, 6 Pa. St. 425;
Dowd V. Tucker, 41 Conn. 197; Hooker v.
Oxford, 33 Mich. 454; Williams v. Vreeland,
32 N. J. Eq. 135.
The circumstances In
these cases were varied and sometimes peculiar, but all of them either recognize or
enforce the general doctrine. It has been
twice applied in our own state.
Brown v.
Lynch, 1 Paige, 147; WiUiams v. Fitch, 18

N. Y. 546. In the last of these cases the
making of a bequest to the plaintiff was prevented by an agreement of the father, who
was next of kin, to hold In trust for the
plaintiff; and the English cases were cited
with approval and the trust enforced. All
along the line of discussion it was steadily
claimed that a plain and unambiguous devise in a will could not be modified or cut
down by extrinsic matter lying in parol, or
unattested papers, and that the statute of
frauds and that of wills excluded the evidence; and all along the line It was steadily
answered that the devise was untouched,
that it was not at all modified, that the
property passed under It, but the law dealt
with the holder for his fraud, and out of
the facts raised a trust, ex malefldo, instead of resting upon one as created by the
testator. The character of the fraud which
justifies the equitable interference is well
described In Glass v. Hulbert, 102 Mass.
40.
It was said to consist "in the attempt to
take advantage of that which has been done
in performance or upon the faith of the
agreement
while repudiating its obligation
under cover of the statute."
Yet that is not the position of the defendants here. By their answer they deny any
promise, whatever, made by them; any
trust accompanying the request; any agreement to hold for the benefit of others; and
Insist that the property is theirs "for their
own use and disposal."
Yet this is evidently intended merely aa
an assertion of what they insist is their
legal position, and is not meant as a repudiation of their promise or its honorable
obligation, and no beneficiary claiming any
such violation of duty, or even as threatened or Intended, is before us.
But It may happen, as It does happen
here, that all of the charitable uses enjoined are for the benefit of those incapable of taking, or of a character in direct
violation of the law of the state. What
then becomes the duty of a court of equity?
A fraud remains, except that It takes on
graver proportions, and becomes more certain and inevitable. The agreement which
induced the absolute device, and the fraud
of a beneficial holding secured by a contrary promise, still confront us. And what
is worse. It does not need that the absolute legatees repudiate their promise, for It
ever so honorably willing to perform it, they
cannot do so without setting at defiance and
secretly evading the law and general policy
of the state.
The alternative is plain, and
If the legatees
offers no chance of escape.
repudiate their obligations, that is a fraud
upon the dead woman, who acted upon the
faith of their promise. If they are willing
to perform they cannot perform, except by
a fraud upon the law to which they and the
testatrix are equally parties.
In such a case the fraud remains and ex-
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In Its character as to the testatrix, but an injury to the lieir at law and
next of kin Instead of an identified and caAnd it becomes not only
pable beneficiary.
a fraud against them, but a fraud upon the
law, since it is a declared and admitted effort to accomplish by a secret trust what
could not on the face of the will be done at
If, on the ground of fraud, equity, as
all.
it has often done, and will always do, fastens a trust ex maleficio upon the fraudulent legatee or devisee for the protection of
a named and definite beneficiary, no reason
can be given why it should not do the same
tiling when the fraud attempted assumes a
more serious character, because aimed at an
evasion of the law, and seeking the shelter
In such event, if
of unauthorized purposes.
equity withholds Its power, one of two things
either the legatee holds the
is accomplished;
estate beneficially, which is a fraud upon
the testatrix and the Intended objects of her
bounty, or the fund Is devoted to unauthorized purposes. In fraud of the law, and of
If a trust ex
the heirs and next of kin.
maleficio may be fastened upon the property in the hands of the fraudulent legatee
in the one case, why not also in the other?
If in the one the fraud grows out of a refusal to perform, which would be the voluntary act of the legatee repudiating his promin the other it
ise, and so an actual fraud;
grows out of the impossibility of performance, except in defiance of the public law,
In neither event
which is legally a fraud.
can the legatee honestiy hold.
In both, either fraud triumphs, or equity defeats It
through the operation of a trust, and protects those justly entitled.
And so are the
In Jones v. Badley, L. R. 3 Bq. Cas.
cases.
635, the suit was by the co-heiresses
and
next of kin to make the defendants trustees
for them, on the ground that a devise made
to them of a residue absolute on Its face
was, in fact, for charitable purposes in violation of the mortmain act, and made on the
faith of an agreement by the legatees that
they would make such application.
One of
them was the confidential medical adviser
of the testatrix; the devise to the two was
In joint tenancy; no purposed or intentional
dishonesty
was charged against them; instead of wholly repudiating their duty, they
alleged In their answer a design to carry out
the charitable purposes; and yet the court
did not hesitate on the ground of fraud to
fasten a trust upon the property in their
hands for the benefit of the heir and next of
kin. WaUgrave v. Tebbs, 2 Kay & J. 313,
321, and Russell v. Jackson,
10 Hare, 207,
were cited with approval.
The latter case
was a bUl filed by the next of kin, alleging
that the absolute devise of a residue was
upon a secret trust either for charitable or
illegal purposes.
The court so held as to
the proceeds of the freehold and leasehold
estates, and because the dispositions "could
Ists, identical
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not by law take effect," declared the devisees trustees for the heir and next of kin.
In Muckleston v. Brown, 6 Ves. 63, 65, Lord
Eldon intimated that where the devisees
took under an agreement to hold upon such
trusts as the testator should declare, but he
omitted to declare any, there would be a
trust to the heir which equity would decree;
and added, as to a case of evasion of the
statute, the pointed inquiry: "Is the court
to feel for Individuals, and not to feel for
the whole of its own system, and compel a
discovery of frauds that go to the root of
its whole system?"
In Schultz's Appeal, 80
Pa. St 405, the plaintiff failed solely for
want of proof of an agreement by the legatee
Inducing the devise; and the same difficulty
existed In Rowbotham v. Dunnett, 8 Ch. Div.
430; and as to three of the four tenants in
common in Tee v. Ferris, 2 Kay & J. 367;
but all confirm the general doctrine asserted.
It Is needed now that we consider the character of the charitable uses upon which these
legatees agreed to hold the residuary estate.
The testatrix began her letter of Instructions
by saying: "I am desirous of accomplishing
certain purposes, some of which at least cannot be legally carried out by express provisions of my will; and, therefore, in order
more certainly to effect my purposes I have
constituted you such residuary devisees and
legatees." The first purpose indicated is to
"set apart" the Income of $20,000 to the
ecclesiastical education of poor young men
for the Roman Catholic priesthood. She directed that this provision be made "a permanent one" and that the legatees make
such arrangements that after their death
the income should continue so to be appropriated. This purpose contemplated and required that the principal of the fund should
be held inalienable and without an absolute
power of disposition during the three lives
of the legatees and for an indefinite period
beyond. During this period the legal title
to both the real and personal property would
remain in the trustees and they pay over
the income, and after the death of two the
survivor was directed In some undefined
manner to provide for the continuance of
The plan viosuch income In the future.
lated the statute against perpetuities both
as to real and personal estate, and the active
trust was unlimited in its duration.
Schettler V. Smith, 41 N. X. 334; Adams v. Perry,
43 N. Y. 497; Garvey v. McDevItt, 72 N. Y.
What the respondent replies is that
561.
"the legatees may hand over the designated
sum to an incorporated college" engaged in
educating that class of young men.
But the
testatrix neither authorized nor contemplatShe chose her trustees
ed any such thing.
for three lives, and no other was to be substituted till the death of the third, and then
there might be another will, with an absolute bequest of the $20,000 to three other
trustees, all honorable men, acting under a
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letter of Instructions, and so the process go
If,
on In evasion and defiance of the law.
Indeed, the testatrix Intended a gift to a
college corporation, that could have been
She could have made the
done by her -will.
devise or bequest without the risk of depending on some one's honor that the fund
would not be diverted to private use, so
that, in so far as this devise or bequest was
represented to require an absolute devise or
Dequest to Individuals, she was either misled or deceived, or else did not intend a gift
to
a college corporation. The legatees,
therefore, cannot perform their promise as
they made it and as the testatrix understood
't without violating the law of the state
igainst perpetuities.
The letter of instruction then proceeds:
'I desire $3,000 set apart, the Income whereat shall be applied to the purchase of shoes
for poor children attending the parochial
schools of St. Paul's K. C. Church, Brooklyn."
This provision offends in the same
way with the first as to the duration of the
trust with also the difficulty that the beneficiaries are Indeterminate. Levy v. Levy,
Again the respondent answers,
33 N. Y. 99.
1)oth as to this clause and the one following
which requires "$3,000 set apart for the St
Vincent de Paul Society connected with St
Paul's Church," that the church is incorporated, "and will receive $6,000 with a request from the residuary legatees to use
one-half the income to purchase shoes for
poor children attending the parochial school."
The request would bind nobody.
What the
testatrix directed waj» not a gift to the
church, but an application by her own chosen trustees of Income to the two specified
purposes.
And If she intended the disposition now suggested, once more it is true that
she could have given $6,000 to the church
corporation with a request as to the supply
05 shoes quite as well as her legatees can
do It, and there was no need of the absolute
devise and bequest represented to exist
Then follow these provisions, viz.: "The
sum of $3,000 for the benefit of the Home of
the Good Shepherd, and the sum of $5,000
for the Little Sisters of the Poor, both in
Brooklyn."
It is said that these two societies are incorporated, but they may not
be entitled to the principal. If the trustees
refuse it for the latter are authorized to
"limit the use of said bequests to the Income
thereof." And again the observation recurs
that a bequest to these corporations could
easily have been made in the wlU If that had
been understood to be the real intention.
Finally the letter prescribes that any residue of the fund remaining should be applied
"in aid" of the charities and purposes named
In the will or in the letter, "or in any other
charity which you or a majority of you may
prefer." The respondent says that just such
a provision as this in the body of a will has
been upheld.
Power v. Cassidy, 79 N. Y.

That is not true. On the contrary this
court has very jrecently declined to carry the
doctrine of that case beyond its own essential limits, and is not likely to agree that a
devise may become the mere equivalent of
a general power of attorney. Prlchard v.
Thompson, 95 N. Y. 76.
All through this letter the duty of the
legatees is denominated a "trust" the gifts
provided are sometimes called "bequests,"
and at its close, after charging the legatees
to impose upon her beneficiaries "as far as
you can" the "obligation" of "'the offering
of the holy sacrifice of the mass" in her own
behalf and that of certain named relatives,
she expresses
her own sense of the force
and character of her letter in the concluding
sentence, "I desire to give to these instructions all the force and solemnity of a last
will and testajnent."
This letter of instructions clearly and unmistakably shows the real nature of the
transaction. The writer leaves almost nothing to the discretion of the trustees.
She selects out her own objects of charity in the
main, describes them In detail, fixes the
amounts to be given and impresses upon her
directions the "solemnity of a last wiU and
testament." It Is not at all the case of a
devise to one absolutely to be expended at
his discretion, but a definite and distinct
trust having in view specific purposes and
contemplating their precise performance.
If we construed this document to mean
such dispositions as are now asserted, we
should be driven to the inevitable inferraiee
that every one of them could have been
easily, and safely, and perfectly made in the
will Itself, and that when told to the contrary by Judge McCue the testati-ix was told
what was utterly untrue, and what a jury
might easily believe was known to be untrue, and so that the testatrix was led, by
deception and fraud, to Incur the danger and'
peril of an absolute devise and bequest— a
conclusion which would destroy the will as
the product of fraud. We do not believe
that. Justice to two honorable men, of character and standing, forbids any such theory.
Nothing about the case calls upon us for a
conclusion so harsh and needless.
On the
contrary, we think Judge McCue told the
truth to the testatrix, and that truth was
that she could not tie up her estate in the
hands of individuals perpetually, they distributing only the Income, without violating
the law of the state, and that she must
either give up the purpose or depend for its
accomplishment upon an absolute devise accompanied by a secret trust.
We have thus an important question
squarely presented.
If equity will not touch
this devise by putting a trust for the heirs
at law and next of kin upon the fund in the
hands of these legatees, the road to an
evasion of our statutes, and to the temptations of necessity or greed, will be left wide
602.
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While In such cases it has been well transfers made in that manner are prohibited
open.
said that the court should act with caution and made void.
The principal legatee in
and only upon the clearest proof of the this case knew it, and it was distinctly planfraud (Collins v. Hope, 20 Ohio, 501), yet ned between him and the testatrix that her
when, as here, the facts are proved beyond understood and declared purpose, which
reasonable question, we ought not to hesi- could not be lawfully carried out by a devise
The testatrix did intend an absolute on the face of the will, should be effected
tate.
devise to these legatees on the face of the by an absolute devise coupled with his honwill; but she did not Intend that they should orable obligation to hold and appropriate the
An evasion of
have the resultant beneficial interest, and re- property to forbidden uses.
lied upon their promise to carry its fruits the law was the very occasion and object
They do not refuse to perform. of the absolute devise.
Without that it
elsewhere.
Although they deny the promise, it is quite could not have been suggested without a
possible that they mean to keep it.
We are fraud upon the testatrix, for if there was no
not authorized to say or suspect that they need of it, if no statute was to be avoided or
will not, but If they do, they must inevitably flanked, the very suggestion of an absolute
carry out a planned and purposed evasion devise was fraudulent

of our statutes against perpetuities.
It is said, however, and that brings us to
the decisive point in the case; that the English authorities turned upon the fact that because of the statutes of mortmain the lands
devised upon an honorable promise by the
absolute devisee to dispense them in charity,
could not by any process or In any mode be
carried to that destination without violating
the law, while in this case the charity Is
not prohibited, but only certain modes of its
operation.
Let us test this suggestion.
The statutes of mortmain were numerous,
and followed each other In a succession as
rapid as the devices and evasions of the ecclesiastics which they were framed to overthrow, until by the Act 9 Geo. n. c. 36, It
was ordained that no lands or tenements, or
money to be laid out thereon, should be given for or charged with any charitable uses
whatsoever,
unless by deed intended, executed in the presence of two witnesses and
maue at least one year before the death of
the party and registered in a prescribed manner.
While under this statute a devise of
land was forbidden to charitable uses, It
could be so devoted by a deed inter vivos,
and In each of the cases we have cited, the
absolute devisee, acting as owner, could by
indenture have transferred to charity the
land he had taken as devisee.
But that did
not serve to ward off 9, trust ex maleflcio in
any single instance. The result was plainly
apparent that the property of the testator,
by the artifice of an absolute devise coupled
with a secret agreement, had been carried
to a charity in defiance of the public law and
in fraud of the mortmain acts. These acts
did not, therefore, absolutely and totally forThey
bid gifts of land to charitable uses.
put their prohibition not on the gift, but on
They forbade it by will
the manner of It.
or devise.
It is a similar prohibition upon
the manner of gifts or transfers which our
law imposes.
While it is true, as was said
at special term In the very able opinion contained in the record, that our statute does
not forbid charitable devises and bequests,
it does forbid expressly and imperatively a
Gifts or
certain manner of making them.

The question here Is the character of the
agreement and precisely that and
They
nothing else must serve as a test.
agreed for three lives, tmder the pretense of
ownership, to dole out the income of this
fund to indeterminate persons of their selection; at the end of three lives in some manner to continue that process, making it permanent; and to dispense a possible surplus
That
to any charities they might choose.
precise agreement, the one which they made,
on the faith of which the testatrix acted,
they must honorably and explicitly carry out
or else they have defrauded her; and if
they do carry it out as they agreed and as
she understood it, they tie the property up
for three lives and an uncertain period beyond, and so violate and defy the law.
We are not ready to concede that our statute against . perpetuities is any the less
sacred than the English acts of mortmain,
It may
or may be evaded with impunity.
possibly be that the evils of such evasion
are greater In the one case than In the other,
but that will not justify us in shutting our
eyes to the process, or holding that equity
stands helpless in presence of the fraud.
The learned presiding judge at the general
term, while afQrmIng this judgment formally that it might more swiftly come to our
bar, sent with it a very wise and prudent
caution.
He said: "It seems clear to us
that the law ought not to encourage arrangements for the disposition of property by testators, such as this case discloses." In Wallgrave V. Tebbs, supra, the vice-chancellor
said that "the duty of a devisee under the
circumstances stated was to throw up the
Any devise or bequest of this
property."
character is dangerous and indefensible.
It
exposes testators to the suggestion of unnecessary difficulties as inducements to the artifice of an absolute devise concealing an illegal trust.
It exposes the devisee to temptation and even when he acts honestly, to
severe and unrelenting criticism.
It subserves no good or useful purpose. If we
sustain it we admit that any statute may
be thus evaded, and that equity cannot redress the wrong.
legatees'
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We are not satisfied that the will

special term, with frosts of both parties on
the appeal to this court, payable out of the
fund, and ordor a new trial.
All concur as to the first appeal. All concur as to the second, except RAPALLO,
But in the equity action we reverse the not voting.
judgment of the general term and of the
Judgments according!
was

made through undue influence and therefore
aflarm the judgment of the general term
which affirmed the decree of the surrogate,
with costs.

.r.

J,
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June 4, i880.

Appeal from superior
Department 2.
city and county of San Prancisco;

court,

John Htjnt, Judge.
Action by Frank Curdy against G. A. Berton, executor of Francis Berton, deceased, to
Judgdeclare a trust, and for an accounting.
ment for defendant, and plaintiff appeals.
D. W.
D. M. Delmas, for appellant.
Douthitt and Smith, Wright & Fomeroy, for
respondent.

J.

McFarland,
Madeline Curdy died
February 9, 1877, in Alameda county, Cal.
Slie left a will duly executed, in which, after
the
bequests to several persons, including
plaintiff herein, there occurs the following:
"I give in trust to Francis Berton, now Swiss
consul in San Francisco, all the moneys
possess in France, and principally my share
of the Italian rentes deposited in the bankinghouse of Messrs. Hentsch, Lutscber & Co.,
of Paris, to be distributed according to the
give him." Berton
private instructions
was present when the will was made, and
wrote it for the testatrix at her request; and
at tlie time of the making of the will she verbally instructed him to distribute said property or its proceeds to certain relations and
others in France, other than the plaintiff
lierein, and gave him an order for said propThe facts in proof show that he at
erty.
least impliedly agreed to accept the trust.
After her death, and before the commencement of this action, said Berton faithfully
distributed said property in accordance with
the said instructions of said testatrix.
Ttiis
action is brought by plaintiff, a brother of
the deceased, and one of her heirs-at-law, to
have it decreed that Berton held the legal
title to said property in trust for the heirs of
said deceased, for an accounting, and for the
payment to him of his proportionate share of
said property, with interest, profits, etc.
Francis Berton died during the pendency of
the action, and his executor, George A. Berton,
was substituted as defendant.
The court
gave judgment for defendant, and plaintiff
appeals from the judgment, and from an order denying a new trial.
Upon the main point in the case the position of appellant is, in brief, that, as the statute law of this state requires a will to be in
writing, therefore, "where a testator devises
property in trust to be applied to such uses
as the testator has verbally specified to the
devisee, the trust attempted to be created by
parol fails, and the devisee takes the property
in trust for the heirs of the testator."
The
contention of respondent is, in brief, that,
independent
of the statute of wills, where
a testator bequeaths property in trust to a
legatee witliout specifying in the will the
purposes of the trust, and at the same time
communicates
those purposes to the lega-

I

I

orally, or by unattested writings, and
the legatee, either expressly or by silent acquiescence,
promises to perform the trust,
and the trust itself is not unlawful, there a
court of equity will raise a constructive trust
in favor of the beneficiaries intended by the
testator, and will charge the legatee as a constructive trustee for them, upon the ground
that the legatee will not be countenanced in
perpetrating a fraud by encouraging the testator to make a bequest which would not
otiierwise have been made, and then refusing to execute his promise. We think that
respondent's view of the law, as above stated,
is correct. There are some cases which support the proposition of appellant, notably,
the case of Olliffe v. Wells, 130 Mass. 221;
but the weight of authority and the better
reason are the other way.
Obviously, the clear intention of the testatrix, as expressed in the written will, was
that the property in question should not go
He, however, says, in effect:
to plaintiff.
"True, the property was not to come to me.
It was given to Berton upon the understanding, between him and the testatrix,' that it
was to go to the benefit of certain other persons; but, as they cannot establish their
rights as beneficiaries, according to the statute of wills, Berton must be held to be my
trustee, against the intention of the testatrix.
claim to be the dry law."
1 stand upon what
Evidently, in a doubtful case, no just impulse would move a court to lean towards a
proposition involving such consequences;
and, as the question is an open one in this
state, we are at liberty to follow those authorities, and that line of reasoning which
appear to us to be most in consonance with
the true principles of equity and justice.
We find in the Case of O'Hara, 95 N. T.
403, a very full statement of the considerations which, in our opinion ought to govern
In that case
the decision of the case at bar.
the testatrix, by her will, practically disinherited her relations in favor of strangers,
giving the bulk of her estate to three legatees, who were her lawyer, her doctor, and
The will was attacked by the
hei priest.
neirs, on tlie ground of want of testamentary
capacity and undue influence. As there
was considerable evidence to support these
charges, the legatees finally, to establish some
reasonable explanation of a diversion of the
estate to strangers having influence from
confidential relations, showed that they were
not to have any beneficial interest in the
estate, but were to devote it entirely to certain chai'itable uses, according to instructions
given them by the testatrix at the time the
will was made. It appeared, however, that
these charitable uses were in direct violation
of the statute law of the state. Tlie heirs at
law then began an action in equity to establish a trust, which, failing as to the intended
beneficiaries on account of illegality, should
result to them. The legatees then, although
intending to carry out the wishes of the testatrix, stood upon their rights under the

tee
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terms of the will, which upon its face gave
the property absolutely; denied that
they had accepted any trust, or that any
could be proven by extrinsic matter lying
outside the will; and insisted that the property was theirs absolutely. The question
thus presented was, In substance, the one
The only difference is that
presented here.
in the O'Hara Case the instructions were in
writing, while in the case at bar they were
oral. But neither in the argument of counsel, nor in the opinion of the court, was there
any distinction made between written and
oral instructions or promises. The principles
announced applied equally to both. There
was no claim that the letter of instructions
came within the rule that an extraneous paper may be incorporated into a validly executed will by a direct reference to it in the
will itself. There was no reference whatever in the will. to the letter. The court in
the O'Hara Case, after stating that "the
proof is uncontradicted that the testatrix
made the residuary devise and bequest in its
absolute and unconditional form in reliance
upon a promise of the legatees to apply the
fund faithfully and honorably to the charitable uses dictated in the letter of instructions," proceeds to discuss the question
whether or not one of the legatees, McCue,
expressly promised to accept the trust. After
reviewing the evidence (which was somewliat contradictory) on that point, the court
"
says; Whei:e, in such case, the legatee, even
the tesby silent acquiescence, encourages
tatrix to make a bequest tohini, to be applied
by him to the benefit of others, it has all the
force and effect of an express promise. Wallgrave v. Tebbs, 2 Kay & J. 321; Schultz'
Appeal, 80 Pa. St. 405. It he does not mean
to act in accord with the declared expectation which underlies and induces the devise,
he is bound to say so, for his silent acquiesBussell v. Jackcence is otherwise a fraud.
" The court then proceeds
son , 10 Hare, 204.
to state the principles which should determine the main question under discussion, as
follows: "If, therefore, in her letter of instruction the testatrix had named some certain and definite beneficiary, capable of taking the provision intended, the law would
fasten upon the legatee a trust for such
beneficiary, and enforce it, if needed, on the
Equity acts, in such case,
ground of fraud.
not because of a trust declared by the testator, but because of the fraud of the legatee.
For him not to carry out the promise by
which alone he procured the devise and bequest is to perpetrate » fraud upon the devisor, which equity wUl not endure. The
authorities on this point are numerous."
(Here follows a long list of cases.) "The
circumstances in these cases were varied and
sometimes
peculiar, but all of them either
recognize or enforce the general doctrine. It
has been twice applied in our own state.
Brown v. Lynch, 1 Paige, 147; Williams v.
Fitch, 18 N. Y. 546. In the last of these
cases the making of a bequest to the plaintiff
them

was prevented by an agreement of the father, who was next of kin, to hold in trust
for the plaintiff; and the English cases were
cited with approval, and the trust enforced.
All along the line of discussion it was steadily claimed that a plain and unambiguous
devise in a will could not be modified or cut
down by extrinsic matter lying in parol, or
unattested
papers, and that the statute of
frauds and that of wills excluded the evidence; and all along the line it was steadily
answered that the devise was untouched;
that it was not at all modified; that the property passed under it, but the law dealt with
the holder for his fraud, and out of the facts
raised a trust ex maleflcio, instead of resting
upon one as created by the testator. The
character of the fraud which justifies the
equitable interference is well described in
Glass v. Hulbert, 102 Mass. 40. It was said
to consist ' in the attempt to take advantage
of that which has been done in performance
or upon the faith of the agreement, while repudiating its obligation under cover of the
The other parts of the opinion
statute.'"
discuss the question whether, as the charitable uses could not be enforced, because forbidden by the statute, the legatees could be
held as trustees for the heirs, but that question does not arise in the case at bar.
We have thus referred at length to the
O'Hara Case because it contains a lucid
statement of the principles which apply to
the case at bar, and for the additional reason
that in the opinion of the court and the briefs
of counsel nearly all the authorities bearing
upon the question are cited. We also refer
especially to the case of Williams v. Vreeland, 32 N. J. Eq. 135, which declares the
doctrine above stated; and in the notes to
which are collated extracts from about 40
different cases, aU of whicli are confirmatory
of said doctrine. See, also. Hooker v. Axford, 33 Mich. 453; In re Fleetwood, L. E.
15 Ch. Div. 594; In re Boyes, L. B. 26 Ch.
Div. 531; and Riordan v. Banon, 10 Ir. Eq.
The cases cited will show that it is im469.
material whether the instructions given bya
testator are oral or in writing. Indeed, in
the opinion of the court in the O'Haia Case,
in
(above quoted,) where the phrase "lying
parol, or unattested papers" is employed, the
word "parol" is evidently used in its usual
meaning, as synonymous with "verbal" or
"oral," and not in its broader meaning of
The California cases of
•'not under seal."
De Laurencel v. De Boom, 48 Cal. 581; Estate of Shillaber, 74 Cal. 144. 15 Pac. Hep. 453;
and Estate of Brooks, 54 Cal. 475,— while in
—
harmony with the principles above stated,
the
in
are not directly to the point involved
case at bar. Our conclusion is that the court
below correctly decided that Francis Berton,
deceased, properly distributed the property in
France, in accordance with the instructions
given him by the testatrix when the will was
made, and which instructions he, at that time,
agreed to carry out. Of course, the case must
be distinguished from one where a testator.

CONSTRUCTIVE
Intending to give certain property directly to
person, for that person's sole benefit, fails to designate in the will either the
In such a case no
property or the person.
These views
question of trust could arise.
make it unnecessary to determine the other
two points made by respondent: (1) That
the order for the property in France, given
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by the testatrix to Berton at the time the
will was made, constituted a trahsfer of the
property in prcesenti; and (2) that the action was barred by the statute of limitations.
The judgment and order are affirmed.

We concur
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